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Abstract 

Fog computing is a new paradigm extended from cloud computing and provides the 

service of computation, communication, and storage facilities towards the edge of a 

network nearest to the end device. It is emerged because of the rapid development of IoT 

devices from time to time. While IoT devices generate different types of tasks, which are 

processed in cloud may put pressure on its infrastructure and violate the deadline of the 

most time sensitive requests. In order to overcome this limitation fog computing concepts 

are emerged in 2012 by Cisco company. It is not replacement of cloud computing rather 

extension of it.  But one of the obstacles of Fog Computing is assigning tasks with the 

appropriate resource to minimize response time and improve throughput. In this regard 

based on the literature findings, we developed a model for fog computing with four 

layers. Based on these layers‟ priority-based task scheduling algorithm is developed. This 

proposed algorithm introduces approach to optimize task scheduling problem in terms of 

response time. In the algorithm, tasks could be categorized as simple, medium and large 

or complex. This algorithm assigns simple and medium tasks to the nearest fog layer 

using their priority and large tasks to aggregate fog layers. The evaluation of the 

proposed algorithm was performed using simulator. The simulator was selected after 

systematic review of the existing simulators. In the experiment, the performance of the 

proposed algorithm was evaluated using 10 different task sets with different task length 

and were assigned different layers of the fog node. To show the performance of the 

proposed algorithm a comparison was made with FCFS and SJF. Based on literature 

review SJF is found to be the best scheduling algorithm when compared with others. The 

experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has better performance on 

reducing the response time of tasks when compared to FCFS and SJF.  

Keywords: fog computing, task scheduling, task classification, response time 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

1.1 Background of fog computing  

Before we discuss the fog computing, it is better to illustrate how it evolved from 

distributed computing.   Distributed computing refers to the decentralized models for the 

computational task in the networking system [1]. The distributed computing environment 

has gone through several new computation paradigms. In the early 1960s, utility 

computing has emerged over a distributed framework and it gradually moved to the 

concept of cluster computing. In the early 1990s, one concept of the new distributed 

computing was emerged, which and called grid computing. Then gradually moved to 

cloud computing in the early 2000s and very recently, mainframe computing has evolved 

into the concept of fog computing as shown in Figure 1.1 [1].   

 

Figure 1.1. Evolution of Computing adopted. 

Since fog computing is an extension of cloud computing it is good to see what cloud 

computing is and how it moves to fog computing. After the grid computing, cloud 

computing is considered as a new paradigm of Information Technology (IT) that has 

emerged in 2007 [2]. Cloud Computing is a way to access, store and manipulate data on 

the Internet environment without wasting lots of computer memory of individual systems. 

This technique decreases the processing burden at the user end. Cloud computing gives 

many advantages to both end-users and service providers. For end-users, it reduced cost, 

avoid administrative functions, increased flexibility, improve reliability and location 

independence [3]. For service provides cloud computing is useful for both users and 

service providers, it has also certain limitations as well. However, cloud computing has 
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limitations includes Internet connectivity and sometimes multihoming, high latency, 

undefined security, lack of location-awareness, centralized computing systems, high 

amount of traffic, and consumption of band width [4]. Billions of requests are coming 

from IoT devices to the cloud, and this also challenged cloud computing [5]. To 

overcome this challenge of cloud computing a new computing paradigm considered at the 

intermediator of end devices and cloud computing is proposed. This new computing 

approach is named fog computing depicted in Figure 1.2. should be adapted.  

 

 

Figure 1.2. Fog layers to address Cloud challenges. 

Fog computing is not a replacement of cloud computing rather an extension of it, which 

is developed for the purpose of emergency-response, reduce delay caused by transferring 

data to the cloud and back to the application and other latency-sensitive applications. In 
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addition, since it isn‟t efficient to send so much data to the cloud for storage and 

processing, reducing this data should be implemented by fog computing.  

Fog computing is first introduced by Cisco to solve the limitation of cloud computing [6] 

like latency, location awareness, mobility, and traffic congestion. Fog computing is a 

distributed computing infrastructure in which some application services are handled at 

the network in smart devices and some applications are handled in the cloud. Fog 

provides proximity to its end users through dense geographical distribution and it also 

supports mobility. It also improves the quality of service, suited for real-time analytics, 

and allows localization (allowing low latency and location awareness). Computing 

operation of computing, processed, storage and other services between end devices (IoT 

devices) and cloud computing data centers. Resources in fog nodes are heterogeneous in 

their capacity and execution environment. Unlike cloud data centers, most fog nodes are 

heavily resource-constrained. The goal of fog computing is to improve efficiency and 

reduce the amount of data that needs to be transported to the cloud for data processing, 

analysis, and storage. This is often done for efficiency reasons, but it may also be carried 

out for security and compliance reasons [7]. Different problems exist in fog computing. 

One of these is the identification of tasks that can be done on the fog layer and over the 

cloud. According to [4], differentiation of these tasks is difficult. The aim of this thesis 

work is to design and develop policy, a strategy that enables us to locate tasks that can be 

done on fog node or to the cloud. Besides task scheduling algorithms that can assign the 

task to the nearest fog node and aggregate fog node will be developed. 

1.2. Motivation     

The author was motivated by the aspects of latency or response time in the task 

scheduling algorithm.  Most of the existing task scheduling algorithms in fog computing 

didn‟t consider the place where the task to be analyzed in the existing fog computing 

architecture. These algorithms also didn‟t consider the task requirement and task priority. 

As per the works of literature reviewed, for example in [4] [8] [9], task scheduling 

algorithms considered only one layer- edge layer, fog layer or cloud.   But the 

methodology of how tasks to be scheduled these layers was not considering at all. In this 
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thesis, the author motivated to propose categorized the tasks in each layer and reducing 

the response time of each task in each layer. 

1.3. Statement of the problem  

Many researchers have made research on task scheduling in fog computing. Even though 

the researchers tried to solve the problem related to it, still there are Limitations on the 

quality of service that was proposed as future work [8]. As the IoT applications are 

growing rapidly and they generate different types of task requests, task scheduling for the 

fog has become a very interesting and important research area [9]. In order to improve the 

quality of service among fog computing environments and reduce overall response time 

in the fog computing environment, tasks come from IoT devices for processing should be 

properly scheduled and assigned an appropriate resource according to different layers of 

fog architecture. In current task scheduling algorithms of fog computing, tasks that 

undergo for computing and storage are not scheduled properly [10], [11].  Tasks are 

assigned based on VM‟s without considering task type, and task priority.  For proper 

scheduling, tasks should be classified for analysis because of task complexity and the 

resource capacity in a different layer of fog computing architecture. Determining or 

identifying which types of task is scheduled in the nearest fog node or aggregate fog node 

is the challenge to be addressed. In fog environments, resource management systems 

should be able to dynamically determine and the tasks to be processed are being pushed 

to the aggregate fog node or the cloud to minimize response time and maximize 

throughput [8]. 
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In this research work, we have designed priority-based task scheduling algorithm by 

classifying tasks as simple, medium and large and schedule them based on the priority.  

Classification tasks as simple, medium and large. The large task also sent to the aggregate 

fog layer and the rest two are assign in the nearest fog node based on their priority.   

Research Questions  

1. What are the parameters that can be used to classify or categorize tasks? 

2. What are the policy and strategy that enable to schedule and assign tasks to 

different layers of fog nod? 

3. What is the appropriate fog architecture to execute the developed scheduling 

algorithm? 

4. Which simulator is preferable to use during experimentation? 

5. What performance metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the 

developed algorithm?  

1.4. Objectives   

1.4.1. General Objectives  

The general objective of this study is to design and develop a priority-based task 

scheduling algorithm to assigns tasks to different layers of the fog environment for 

reducing response time.   

1.4.2. Specific Objectives   

To achieve the general objective of the study, the following specific objectives are 

identified 

1. Identify the criteria to classify tasks to be process in a fog environment.   

2. Identify the appropriate fog architecture that can accommodate task 

scheduling requirements. 

3. Design and develop a policy for assigning tasks to the nearest node, aggregate 

node, and cloud environment. 

4. Identify simulation tools for experimentation Based on task scheduling 

requirements on fog computing. 
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5. Identify appropriate performance metrics and evaluate the developed 

algorithm through simulation. 

1.5. Scope and Limitation of study  

This main intention of this thesis is designing and developing task scheduling algorithms 

for reducing response time, execution time and increase throughput in the fog computing 

environment. The scope is limited to assign tasks to resource considering response time A 

performance comparison will be made between the existing selected algorithms and the 

proposed algorithm.  Since the real device of Fog computing and IoT was not deployed in 

Ethiopia, the research should use the better simulators for this proposed algorithm.       

1.6. Significance of the Study  

The developed priority-based task scheduling algorithm has many significances like 

increase efficiency and quality of service for fog computing. It also uses for avoiding 

confusion while the developers develop the application which is applicable in fog 

computing, effective data offloading either from end device to fog node or from fog node 

to cloud and vise versa. This thesis is also important to utilize the processing and storage 

resources at the edge of the network by deploying IoT services on available edge devices. 

Since the response time is much reduce from the previous existing task scheduling 

algorithm, this is important especially to the end user.   

1.7. Research methodology  

This section presents the methodologies of the study. In order to achieve the objectives of 

the study and answer the research questions raised, the following research methods are 

used. 

 Review of Literature: Several previous literature and related works (books, articles 

and the Internet) are reviewed in order to have a detailed understanding of the 

scientific concepts of the area and current findings in the field to find gaps and 

identify problems. Accordingly, the limitations of these studies and the approaches 

they have used will be reviewed. From the recent and relevant literature and related 

works, useful concepts and design requirements would be identified to design the 

model of the proposed work. Furthermore, different appropriate tools and techniques 

that can be used for the design of the model would be identified. 
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 Design and Development Tools: In this study the system model is designed by 

Edraw Max and the proposed algorithm is also developed using java with Eclipse 

editor. The experimentation is done using a Cloud analyst simulator. 

 Experiment and Evaluation: The evaluation for the proposed algorithm will be 

performed using a simulator. The performance of this algorithm will be compared 

with one of the task scheduling algorithms which is found to be best from literature.       

1.8. Thesis Organization 

The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows. Chapter two covers the 

related literature on the basic concept of cloud computing, fog computing, the Internet of 

Things (IoT) and task scheduling algorithm as well as detail description of the challenge, 

characteristics, benefit and application of fog computing. Different task scheduling 

algorithms described and the appropriate task scheduling algorithms also proposed in this 

chapter. Chapter three presents the detailed architecture of fog computing and design 

proposed algorithms and classified tasks based on data size and execution time. Chapter 

four also covers selecting simulators to implement the proposed algorithms. Chapter five 

concludes the thesis by analyzing the various models presented with a comparative 

evaluation of their performance.  
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Chapter Two: Literature Review and Related Works 

2.1. Literature Review 

Now a day‟s different organization are shifting from the old way of storing data to cloud 

computing technology [12]. Cloud computing allows users with many benefits such as 

storing huge amount of data and access it from anywhere and at any time. Since cloud 

computing provides a central portal of information, it has several limitations like; lack of 

location-awareness, network traffic problem, high latency, centralization of a computing 

system [6]. Therefore, to solve this problem the fog computing paradigm is emerged [6], 

which is used to complement the cloud computing for decentralizing of computing 

resources (for example, storage, servers, applications, and services) in data centers 

towards users for improving the quality of service [13]. This chapter reviews the 

conceptual framework of fog computing. The literature covered in this section is the basic 

concept of cloud computing, the internet of things, and fog computing.   

2.1.1. Cloud Computing 

Over the last few years, many IT professionals, business managers, and researchers have 

started to talk about a new phenomenon called cloud computing. Cloud computing is 

Internet-based computing that provides processing tasks in required resources and stores 

the historical data for long terms. It is also a model for enabling a boundless, shared pool 

of configurable computing resources such as computer networks, servers, storage, 

applications and services [14]. This distance could run from across a city to the world.  

According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [5], [14] “Cloud 

computing is defined as, a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to 

a shared pool of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provided and 

released with minimal service provider interaction. This cloud model is composed of 

three service models, five essential characteristics, and four deployment models and it 

promotes availability.” It allows the users with many potentials such as storing huge 

amount of data and access it from anywhere. To use the stored information, the users, 

need to have a basic Internet connection. Cloud computing can be classified based on the 

deployment model and service delivery model [14].  
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Cloud computing service delivery model 

Cloud computing means using IT infrastructure as a service and that service may be 

anything from renting raw hardware to using third-party APIs.  Cloud service models are 

the three models that offer financial institutions and it has the option to move from a 

capital-intensive approach to a more flexible business model for lowers operational costs 

[14]. In practice, cloud service providers want to offer services into three categories [14]  

SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS.  

 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) refers to 

making available basic computing resources (storage, processing, and networking) 

as a service that has been provided to the customer [14]. In this delivery model, the 

customer has to provide two things, deploying and running applications. This 

means the consumer uses the provider‟s resources like storage, processing, 

networking, and other computing resources to run arbitrary software [14].   

 Platform as a Service (PaaS): Platform as a Service (PaaS) provides an 

environment upon which the customer can use to build and deploy cloud 

applications [14]. These applications may be used by the customer or offered as a 

service to others. In this delivery model, the customer is provisioned to deploy and 

develop his/her owned applications on the cloud infrastructure using compatible 

programming languages and tools supported by the cloud provider. Its main 

purpose is to reduce the cost, housing, and managing the software components of 

the platform including any needed program and database development tools, and 

underlying hardware [14]. A few examples are Force.com, Google App Engine, 

Windows Azure. 

 Software as a Service (SaaS): Software as a service (SaaS) is a way of delivering 

applications over the internet as a service, where the web browser is often the 

interface for delivery [14]. Instead of installing, maintaining and managing 

complex software and hardware task, SaaS allows simply accessing the application 

via the internet. In this delivery model, a customer uses the provider‟s application 

running on cloud infrastructure as a service. These applications are accessible from 
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different end devices through a client interface such as a web browser (e.g., web-

based email). 

 

Cloud computing deployment model 

Regardless of the service model utilized (SaaS, PaaS, or IaaS), there are four deployment 

models for cloud services, with derivative variations that address specific requirements 

[14]: 

 Public deployment model: A public cloud is one type of deployment model in 

which the infrastructure and other computational resources that it comprises are 

made available to the general public over the Internet [14].  In this case, a business, 

academic, or government organization, or some combination of them may be the 

owner of the infrastructure, as well as the one managing and operating it.  In this 

model, clients can choose the security level they need and negotiate for service 

levels (SLA). The first and most used type of this offering is the Amazon Web 

Services EC2. 

 Private deployment model: This is the other deployment model in which the cloud 

infrastructure is operated solely for a single organization. The private deployment 

may be controlled by the organization or a third party and may exist on-premises 

or off-premises. A private cloud gives the organization greater control over the 

infrastructure and computational resources than does a public cloud [14]. A Private 

Cloud, or internal cloud, is used when the cloud infrastructure, proprietary network 

or data center, is operated solely for company or government departments who 

prefer to keep their data in a more controlled and secure environment and serves 

customers within the business fire-wall. The difference between the two 

deployment models such as private cloud and a public cloud is that, in a private 

cloud-based service, the processes are also managed in the organization without 

the restrictions of security exposures, and network bandwidth legal requirements 

which uses public cloud services might entail. 
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 Community deployment model: The community cloud infrastructure is supporting 

a specific community that has shared concerns (e.g., security requirements, 

mission, policy, or compliance considerations) shared by several organizations 

[14]. The idea of a community cloud is similar to grid computing in resource 

pooling; however, they differ in management. 

 Hybrid deployment model: The cloud infrastructure is a combination of two and more 

clouds (private, community, or public) that remain unique entities but are bound 

together by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data and application 

portability [14]. It is a blend of cloud-computing delivery models, most commonly a 

blend of a public cloud model with a private cloud model.  

Cloud computing features or characteristics 

The benefits of cloud computing go far beyond cost savings for organizations, it impacts 

organizations immensely in a variety of ways. It enables organizations to focus on their 

core competencies and business objectives while the details of running the IT 

infrastructure will be left to the cloud service providers. According to the US National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and Sun Microsystems, Inc [14], Cloud 

services are based upon five principal characteristics that identify their relation, and 

differences from the traditional computing approach.  

 On-Demand: Unilateral provisioning of computing resources such as server time, 

storage or network bandwidth, without requiring human interaction with service 

providers. Instead of requiring a long-term contract for gaining services from a 

service provider or IT organization, clouds work on a needed model where an 

application may exist to run a job for a few minutes or hours, or it may exist to 

provide services to customers on a long-term basis [14]. 

 Broad network access: Cloud computing capabilities are available over the network 

and accessed within standard mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or 

thick client platforms (e.g., laptops, mobile phones, and PDAs) as well as cloud-based 

software services [14]. 

 Resource Pooling: The provider‟s computing resources (such as storage, network 

bandwidth, processing, and virtual machines) are pooled to serve multiple consumers 
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using a multi-tenant model. Different physical and virtual resources are dynamically 

assigned according to consumer demand and reassigned it [14].  

 Rapid Elasticity: Cloud allows the dynamic integration and extraction of computing 

resources [14].  Cloud services which are available for provisioning, appear to be 

unlimited and can be purchased in any quantity at any time.  Elasticity is an essential 

feature of cloud systems that circumscribes the capability of the underlying 

infrastructure to adapt to changes.  This cloud capability allows service users to create 

an elastic environment that can expand and contract based on the workload and target 

performance parameters. In general, it is assumed that changes in the resource 

infrastructure needs are announced first to the middleware manager then changes can 

be maintained automatically. 

 Measured service: Cloud system optimize resource usage and automatically control 

by leveraging a metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the 

type of service (e.g., processing, bandwidth, storage, or active user accounts). 

Resource usage can be controlled, monitored, and reported to providing transparency 

for both the consumer and provider of the service [15]. 

Limitations of Cloud Computing  

Cloud computing have their own advantage for the customer as well as the service 

provider [14]. Some of the benefits include reduced IT costs, use a small number of 

servers, no longer need to pay wages for expert staff, reduced energy consumption costs, 

fewer time delays when it compared with traditional technology, Scalability of business, 

and flexible cloud computing allows service providers as well as employees to use it. 

Cloud computing has also some limitations as discussed in [16]. It includes a time-

consuming task for large data when the data and applications are processed in a cloud, the 

problem of bandwidth as a result of sending every bit of data over cloud channels, slow 

response time and scalability problems as a result of depending servers that are located at 

remote places. The number of devices being connected to the Internet is tremendously 

increasing [17]. The devices that are being connected are powerful in the sense that these 

devices are able to communicate with each other. This type of communication is called 

Machine to Machine(M2M) communication. In other words, this paradigm is known as 
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the Internet of Things. Cloud computing is being a primary factor for IoT, ubiquity, 

scalability, providing reliability and high performance. Cloud computing-based IoT is not 

appropriate for applications because of its geographically centralized nature as well as 

communication implications that need geographically distributed, a very low and 

predictable latency, fast mobility, and large-scale distributed control systems [18]. 

2.1.2.  Internet of Things (IoT) 

The concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) was firstly introduced in 1999, by Kevin 

Ashton [19], and has referred to IoT as uniquely identifiable interoperable connected 

objects with radio frequency identification technology. It is considered as an 

interconnected complicated network of people, machines, and smart things [20]. 

Currently, it has also become a popular topic in both industry and academia [21]. 

Definition of Internet of Things (IoT) 

Internet of Things (IoT) is to become the next big thing after the introduction of the 

Internet itself [19]. Kevin Ashton [19], was generally defined IoT as “a dynamic global 

network infrastructure with self-configuring capability based on standards and 

interoperable communication protocol. In an IoT environment physical and virtual things 

identity and attribute and are capable of using intelligent interface and being integrated 

as an information network” [19].  

Millions and probably billions of „smart‟ devices are expected to connect to each other 

and exchange data and information over the internet [20]. IoT includes smart objects as 

well. Smart objects are those objects which are not only physical entities but also digital 

ones and perform some tasks for humans and the environment. This is why IoT is not 

only software and hardware paradigm but also include social aspects and interaction as 

well [3].  IoT also presents many possible scenarios where heterogeneous devices interact 

with each other and then pass on the information to a central authority.  IoT provides 

opportunities for network operators to provide services to manufacturers, vendors, and 

end-user to generate more revenue [22].  
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Why the Internet of Things?  

The main aim of the IoT concept is to have a smart and interconnected world and to have 

“things” capture data without help from humans, process the data and make intelligent 

decisions, all by themselves [21]. This will be a new automated world where we can 

reduce costs and waste. Analyzing data from so many sources can give invaluable 

insights into human behavior and decision-making patterns, which is very useful in 

modern marketing and business intelligence.  There are also environments that are either 

unsafe or impossible for humans to go into (for example an oil well) and readings need to 

be taken and communicated to other nodes [21].  IoT fits well into these environments as 

data can be obtained analyzed and instructions can also be communicated to the devices 

in these environments [21].  

Applications of IoT  

IoT application areas include health, where patients‟ movements, heart rate, blood 

pressure, and all other medical readings can be constantly monitored and actions taken 

whenever there is a need; transport, to monitor vehicular movements, fuel consumption, 

and operational efficiency; and manufacturing, for safety monitoring and maintenance 

scheduling [21]. 

The smart homes, smart grids, smart cars, smart farms, and smart cities projects across 

the globe have been leading the way in IoT application areas [21], [23]. Smart home 

projects attempt to build applications to control all electronic devices in the home 

automatically and sometimes remotely. Smart home developers want to achieve a house 

that can switch off appliances upon detection that no one is using them; devices that can 

be controlled from work; or a fridge that can create a list of items that are in low supply 

and send it to a phone [21]. Smart vehicles can sense road conditions, distance from other 

cars, obstacles, possible collisions, fire, and even more to ensure a safe and automated 

ride [23]. They can also communicate with safety systems, traffic systems and vehicle 

maintenance systems.  

IoT has also been deployed in supply chain management [21]. Starting from when goods 

are leaving the factory, they are tracked until they get to the eventual retailer for 
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efficiency, transparency, and accountability. Smart grid projects are also concerned with 

the efficient usage of scarce world energy. IoT is deployed to monitor the unsteady 

supply of renewable energy for electricity generation, balance demand, and supply in 

energy allocation and improve the overall efficiency of the grid. Other applications of IoT 

include agriculture (smart farms), wearable devices, smart thermostats, oil and gas, and 

industrial IoT [21]. 

Current Problem of Internet of Things 

Today the data collected is stored and processed in the cloud [24]. Data is sensed by 

resource-constrained devices and sent to centralized data servers for further processing. 

The process today looks like the workflow in capture → store → analyze → act → notify 

[24]. Cloud servers have near-unlimited processing power compared to the resource-

constrained IoT devices and can, therefore, provide additional resources for these devices 

[24]. IoT has a connection to the cloud which handles all the processing of the data from 

these devices [24]. The capabilities of the cloud and IoT are therefore complementary. 

Once the data is in the cloud centers, there is enough storage and computing power to 

handle the vast amount of produced data. However, it is getting the data to the cloud 

centers that are problematic. Bandwidth capacity is becoming a limiting factor [24]. An 

enormous amount of data is feed to the cloud centers, and as of now, the network does 

not have the capacity to handle it. Lack of bandwidth causes latency, which is a problem 

for the majority of IoT applications.  

 The number of devices being connected to the Internet is tremendously increasing [17]. 

cloud computing-based IoT is not appropriate for applications that need very low and 

predictable latency, fast mobile, geographically distributed, and large-scale distributed 

control systems [18]. Sending data to a remote location will result in unpredictable and 

significant latency, making it hard to predict the quality of service the application can 

deliver. Fog computing is being introduced to solve these latency issues [21], [24]. 

Standardization of IoT Device and communication channel 

According to the Cisco Internet Business Solutions Group (IBSG), the number of devices 

which is connected to the Internet will reach 50 billion by 2020 [25]. In the 
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communication technology of the IoT device to be operated in both sensor and backhaul 

network scenarios. In this case, there are two standards for short-distance and long-

distance. In the short distance (10 of meters) with low data transmission rate and low 

energy consumption, the sensor network standards (such as ZigBee, RFID, or Bluetooth) 

are work. On the other hand, standards like LTE, GPRS, WiMAX, etc. work over long 

distances and provide high throughput. Due to this reason, there are two known standards 

such as IEEE 802.15.4 for low transmission rate, low energy consumption and IEEE 

802.11ah for high data transmission rate and high energy consumption.  

 IEEE 802.15.4: IEEE 802.15.4 is a suitable standard for many IoT applications for 

low data transmission rate and low power consumption. However, it is not suited for 

facilitating communication among a large number of IoT devices or for covering 

large areas. In this standard, the IoT device communication covers up to 1000m and 

250Kbps transmission rate. According to Ashan [26] IoT device generates different 

types of task and they categorize as light and heavy tasks. If an IoT device generates 

type Light task requests (e.g. sensor), the communication between the IoT node and 

its corresponding fog node is assumed to be through IEEE 802.15.4, or NB-IoT, or 

ZigBee [26].  

 IEEE 802.11ah: The emerging IEEE 802.11ah is a promising communication 

standard that supports a large number of heterogeneous devices in the Internet of 

Things (IoT). It provides attractive features like improved scalability, low energy 

consumption, and coverage of the large area. If the IoT device generates Heavy task 

requests (e.g. traffic camera), the communication between the IoT node and its 

corresponding fog node is assumed to be through IEEE 802.11 and the transmission 

rate is 54 Mbps. The communication rates between fog nodes in one domain are 100 

Mbps and the communication rates on the path from fog nodes to cloud servers are 10 

Gbps [26]. 

 Processing capability: The processing capability of the IoT device, fog nodes, and 

cloud nodes have been described. The processing capabilities of the IoT device when 

they generate different tasks are different because of the task length. IoT device 

generating light tasks and heavy tasks are different by their processing capability 

[26]. The processing capability of fog node is 3000times faster than IoT device which 
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is a light task generator and 200 times faster than IoT device which is a heave 

generator. The average processing time of IoT node for Light is 30 ms and that of 

Heavy requests is also 400 ms. From the above logical expression and standards, we 

can get the capability of Fog nodes and also, we can obtain the average task length for 

the light tasks and heavy tasks. Let us start from the processing time of any given 

task(i). 

  ( )  
          

  (          ) 
                   (i)  

According to the researcher [26] tasks generated from these end, devices are categorized 

as light and heavy due to their nature of the IoT device.  

From the processing time given to IoT devices The processing capability of IoT devices 

which generate light tasks are  

Pt(Average)  is 30ms =
          

  (          ) 
, but the processing capability of the Fog node is 

3000times IoT device for light tasks.  

P(Capability)IoTLight =
          

    
                      (  ) 

1P(Capability)FogNode =3000(P(Capability)IoTLight)……………………………….(iii) 

Substitute equation (iii) by equation (ii) and, we can get the task length 

           =3000MIPS*30ms=90MI, 

From this, we can summarize that the average of 90MI, generates from IoT devices.     

  Where 

   ( ) is the processing time task i 

            is the length of the task in MI 

   (          )j is the processing capability of resource 

 P(Capability)IoTLight is the processing capability of the IoT devices for the light 

task.  

 1P(Capability)FogNode is the processing capability of the IoT device for the light 

task. 

“The transmission rates between fog nodes are 100 Mbps and the link rates on the path 

from fog nodes to cloud servers are 10 Gbps” [26]. Therefore, the transmission rate 

between the nearest fog node and aggregate fog node is 100Mbps.   
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2.1.3. Fog Computing 

The term "Fog Computing" was introduced by Cisco Systems as a new model to ease 

wireless data transfer to distributed devices in the Internet of Things (IoT) network 

paradigm [13]. There are no unanimous definitions of fog computing considering it in its 

immature state [27]. This has led to several definitions of the fog, relying upon different 

perspectives as follows:  

Bonomi et al., [28], define “fog computing as an extension of the cloud platform from the 

core to the edge of the network.” This definition doesn‟t encapsulate some ingredients of 

fog-like ubiquity, enhanced network capabilities as a hosting environment and improved 

support for interaction between devices. 

Vaquero and Rodero-Merino [29] also define “fog computing as a scenario where a huge 

number of heterogeneous (wireless and sometimes autonomous) ubiquitous and 

decentralized devices communicate and potentially cooperate among them and with the 

network to perform storage and processing tasks without the intervention of third parties. 

These tasks can be for supporting basic network functions or new services and 

applications that run in a sandboxed environment.” this definition is still debatable due 

to the fact that it fails to address the unique connection to the cloud. 

According to [30] Fog computing defined as “geographically distributed computing 

architecture with a resource pool consists of one or more ubiquitously connected 

heterogeneous devices (including edge devices) at the edge of network and not 

exclusively seamlessly backed by cloud services, to collaboratively provide elastic 

computation, storage and communication (and many other new services and tasks) in 

isolated environments to a large scale of clients in proximity.” [31]. According to the 

author, fog and cloud use the same resources (networking, compute, and storage) and 

share many of the same mechanisms and attributes (virtualization, multi-tenancy) Fog 

Computing (FC) is an emerging distributed computing platform aimed at bringing 

computation close to its data sources, which can reduce the latency and cost of delivering 

data to a remote cloud [30]. 
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The System Architecture of Fog Computing 

Fog computing is a new computational paradigm, which extends the traditional cloud 

computing and services to the edge of the network [22]. It provides the computation, 

communication, controlling, storage and services capabilities at the edge of the network. 

The decentralized platform is different from another conventional computational model 

in architecture [32]. The fog provides limited computing, storing and networking services 

in a distributed manner between end devices and the classic cloud computing data centers 

[22]. The OpenFog reference architecture describes a generic fog platform that is 

designed to be applicable to any vertical market or application [33]. This architecture is 

applicable across many different markets including, but not limited to, transportation, 

agriculture, smart cities, smart–buildings, healthcare, hospitality, financial services, and 

more, providing business value for IoT applications that require real-time decision 

making, low latency, improved security, and are network-constrained.  

In recent years, a number of architectures have been proposed for fog computing [32]. 

They are mostly derived from the fundamental three-layer structure. Fog computing 

extends cloud service to the network edge by introducing a fog layer between end devices 

and cloud. Figure 2.1 shows the hierarchical architecture of fog computing. The 

hierarchical architecture is composed of the following three layers: 

 Terminal layer (IoT device): -This is the layer closest to the end-user and physical 

environment. It consists of various IoT devices, for example, sensors, mobile phones, 

smart vehicles, smart cards, readers, and so on. The layer is corresponding to the 

endpoints of the network, comprising of the raw data generated by the sensors which 

act as data sources. This also layer thus can be described as the one containing the 

terminal nodes consisting of IoT devices. In general, these devices are widely 

geographically distributed. They are responsible for sensing the feature data of 

physical objects or events and transmitting these sensed data to the upper layer for 

processing and storage [32]. 

 Intermediate Layer Fog Node (Device): - This layer is located on the edge of the 

network. Fog computing layer is composed of a large number of fog nodes, which 

generally including routers, gateways, switches, access points, base stations, specific 
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fog servers, etc. These fog nodes are widely distributed between the end devices and 

cloud, for example, cafes, shopping centers, bus terminals, streets, parks, etc. They 

can be static at a fixed location, or mobile on a moving carrier. The end devices can 

conveniently connect with fog nodes to obtain services [32]. They have the 

capabilities to compute, transmit and temporarily store the received sensed data. The 

real-time analysis and latency-sensitive applications can be accomplished in the fog 

layer. Moreover, the fog nodes are also connected with the cloud data center by an IP 

core network, and responsible for interaction and cooperation with the cloud to obtain 

more powerful computing and storage capabilities.  Fog is the intermediate layer 

between the cloud and the devices. The fog nodes play a major role.  They will 

process the data before they sent to the cloud. By doing this way we can reduce the 

latency, save bandwidth and save the storage of the cloud [32].   It is enough to 

process, compute and temporarily store the received information. These fog devices 

are connected to the cloud framework and send data to the cloud periodically.  

 Cloud Layer: - The cloud computing layer consists of multiple high-performance 

servers and storage devices, and provides various application services, such as smart 

home, smart transportation, smart factory, etc. It has powerful computing and storage 

capabilities to support extensive computation analysis and permanent storage of an 

enormous amount of data. However, different from traditional cloud computing 

architecture, not all computing and storage tasks go through the cloud. According to 

the demand-load, the cloud core modules are efficiently managed and scheduled by 

some control strategies to improve the utilization of the cloud resource [32]. 
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Figure 2.1. System Architecture of the Fog-integrated with Cloud (three-tier) 

2.1.3.1. Characteristics and benefits of fog computing  

Fog computing supports mobility, computing resources, communication protocols, 

interface heterogeneity, cloud integration, and distributed data analytics to address 

requirements of applications that need low latency with a wide and dense geographical 

distribution. Elastic resources including computation, storage, and networking are the 

building blocks of both the cloud and the fog [28]. Benefits with fog computing will be 

derived based on these characteristics [24]. 

 Heterogeneity: - Fog nodes would be deployed in a wide variety of environments, 

and the devices they collect data from may also vary in form factor and network 

communication capability [34]. 
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 Contextual location awareness and low latency: - Location awareness is the ability 

to determine the geographical location of a device [24]. This type of information is 

useful. However, it has privacy concerns. A fog node may know where a fog client is 

geographical located because a fog client will connect to the closest fog node [34]. 

Location awareness can be used for targeted advertising, or in a case of emergency. 

Because Fog nodes tend to sit very close to the IoT endpoints, analysis and response 

to data generated by the endpoints are much quicker than from a centralized cloud 

[34]. 

 Geographical distribution: - In sharp contrast to the more centralized Cloud, the 

services and applications targeted by the Fog demand widely distributed deployments 

[34].. The Fog will play an active role in delivering high-quality streaming to moving 

vehicles, through proxies along highways and tracks [35]. 

 The very large number of nodes: - as a consequence of the wide geo-distribution, as 

evidenced in sensor networks in general, and the Smart Grid in particular [35]. 

 Support for mobility: - It is essential for many Fog applications to communicate 

directly with mobile devices, and therefore support mobility techniques, that decouple 

host identity from location identity, and require a distributed directory system [35]. 

 Real-time interactions: - Important Fog applications involve real-time interactions 

rather than batch processing [35].   

 The predominance of wireless access: - Although Fog computing is used in wired 

environments, the large scale of wireless sensors in IoT demand distributed analytics 

and compute [35]. For this reason, Fog is very well suited to wireless IoT access 

networks. 

 Interoperability and federation: - Seamless support of certain services (real-time 

streaming services is a good example) requires the cooperation of different providers 

[35]. Hence, Fog components must be able to interoperate, and services must be 

federated across domains.  

 Support for real-time analytics and interplay with the Cloud: - The Fog is 

positioned to play a significant role in the ingestion and processing of the data close 

to the source as it is being produced [35]. While Fog nodes provide localization, 

therefore enabling low latency and context awareness, the Cloud provides global 
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centralization. Many applications require both Fog localization and Cloud 

globalization, particularly for analytics and Big Data [34]. Fog is particularly well 

suited to real-time streaming analytics as opposed to historical Big Data batch 

analytics that is normally carried out in a data center [24]. 

 Analyze Data in Motion: - Fog computing has the ability to analyze data in motion 

[24]. Cloud computing does batch processing, while fog computing can analyze a 

stream of data. Being able to analyze a stream is beneficial because data is the most 

valuable right after creation. For many IoT, applications timing becomes a vital 

component for the device to function as intended. Sensor data does not work well in 

the original, capture, store and analyze method, which is how cloud computing works.  

2.1.3.2. Fog Node 

Fog nodes are an intermediator compute element of the smart end-devices access network 

that are situated between the Cloud and the smart end-devices.  

Tordera et.al [36] believe that a fog node can be defined as, “Distributed fog computing 

entities enabling the deployment of fog services, and formed by at least one or more 

physical devices with processing and sensing capabilities (e.g., computer, mobile phone, 

smart edge device, car, temperature sensors, etc.).  All physical devices of a fog node are 

connected by different network technologies (wired and wireless) and aggregated and 

abstracted to be viewed as one single logical entity, that is the fog node, able to 

seamlessly execute distributed services, as it were on a single device”. 

Fog Node Architectural Service Types  

Fog computing is an extension of the traditional cloud-based computing model where 

implementations of the architecture can reside in multiple layers of a network‟s topology. 

Similar to the cloud, the following types of service models can be implemented in fog 

computing. 

 Software as a Service (SaaS): - “This type of service is similar to the cloud 

computing Software as a Service (SaaS) and implies that the end-device or smart 

thing access the fog node’s applications through a thin client interface or a program 

interface. The fog service customer is using the capability provided to the fog 
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provider’s applications running on a cluster of federated fog nodes managed by the 

provider. The IoT device doesn’t manage the underlying fog node’s infrastructure 

including operating systems, network, servers, storage, or even individual application 

capabilities, with the possible exception of limited user-specific application 

configuration settings [34]”.   

 Platform as a Service (PaaS): - “The platform as a service is already similar to 

cloud computing platform as a service and allows deployment onto the platforms of 

federated fog nodes forming a cluster, of customer-created or acquired applications 

created using programming languages, libraries, services, and tools supported by the 

fog service provider. The fog service customer does not manage or control the 

underlying fog platform(s) and infrastructure including network, servers, operating 

systems, or storage, but has control over the deployed applications and possibly 

configuration settings for the application-hosting environment [34]”. 

 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): - “The capability provided to the fog service 

customer is to provision storage, processing, networks, and other fundamental 

computing resources leveraging the infrastructure of the fog nodes forming a 

federated cluster. Similar to cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) services, the 

customer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software, which can include operating 

systems and applications. The user doesn’t manage the underlying infrastructure of 

the fog nodes cluster but has it has control storage, operating systems, and deployed 

applications; and possibly limited control of select networking components (e.g., host 

firewalls) [34]”.  

2.1.3.3. Fog Node Deployment Models  

Since fog computing is identified and defined as an extension of the traditional cloud-

based computing model, the following deployment models are also supported:  

 Private fog node: - “A fog node that is provisioned for exclusive use by a single 

organization comprising multiple consumers (e.g., business units.) It may be owned, 

managed, and operated by the organization, a third party, or some combination of 

them, and it may exist on or off premises” [34].  This will be relevant for companies 

with high-security requirements but is more costly than public fog computing [24]. 
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 Community fog node: - “in this model, it may be managed, owned and operated by 

one or more of the organizations in the community, a third party, or some 

combination of them, and it may exist on or off-premises. A fog node that is 

provisioned for a specific community of consumers from organizations that have 

shared concerns (e.g., security requirements, mission, policy, and compliance 

considerations.) [34]”. By deploying it, the cost will be shared between more 

companies than with private fog computing, but less than with public fog computing. 

More personalizing is allowed with community fog computing than with public fog 

computing [24]. 

 Public fog node: - “A fog node that is provisioned for open use by the general public. 

It may be owned, managed, and operated by a business, academic, or government 

organization, or some combination of them. It exists on the premises of the fog 

provider” [34].  In cloud computing, the infrastructure is owned and managed by one 

organization one large organization managing the whole infrastructure may not be the 

case in fog computing. Large organizations, small organizations and possibly private 

individuals can collaborate to create an infrastructure [24]. 

 Hybrid fog node: - “A fog node that is a composition of two or more distinct fog 

nodes (private, community, or public) that remain unique entities, but are bound 

together by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data and application 

portability (e.g., fog bursting for load balancing between these fog nodes.)” [34]. 

Sensitive information can be handled by private fog computing, while public fog 

computing can handle the rest [24]. 

2.1.3.4. Fog computing Application 

According to the literature, there is a wide variety of applications benefiting from the fog 

paradigm.  

 Healthcare and activity tracking: - Fog computing could be useful in healthcare, in 

which real-time processing and event response are critical [37]. According to [37] 

system utilizes fog computing to detect, predict, and prevent falls by stroke patients. 

This fog computing-based system enables low latency, mobility support, and location 

and privacy awareness. 
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 Smart utility services: - Fog computing can be used with smart utility services, 

whose focus is improving energy generation, delivery, and billing. In such 

environments, edge devices can report more fine-grained energy-consumption details 

(for example, hourly and daily, rather than monthly, readings) to users‟ mobile 

devices than traditional smart utility services [37]. These edge devices can also 

calculate the cost of power consumption throughout the day and suggest which 

energy source is most economical at any given time or when home appliances should 

be turned on to minimize utility use. 

 Augmented reality, cognitive systems, and gaming: - Fog computing plays a major 

role in augmented-reality applications, which are latency sensitive [31]. For example, 

the EEG Tractor Beam augmented multiplayer [31], online brain-computer 

interaction game performs continuous real-time brain-state classification on fog 

devices and then tunes classification models on cloud servers, based on 

electroencephalogram readings that sensors collect. The following figure 2.1. depict 

that the fog computing support many IoT applications.  

 

Figure 2.2. Fog computing supports many IoT applications for better service to customers. 

2.1.3.5. Fog computing software system platforms 

There are four prominent software systems for building fog computing environments and 

applications [4]. 
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 Cisco IOx:- is an end-to-end application platform that provides hosting application 

capabilities for different application types in a uniform and consistent manner across 

various Cisco network platforms. The IOx platform allows you to manage the whole 

life cycle of applications including development, distribution, deployment, hosting, 

monitoring, and management. It provides a seamless application enablement 

framework and computes platform across various devices operating at the network 

edge with the ability to host applications and services, connecting them securely and 

reliably to applications in the cloud [38], [31].  

 Data in Motion (DMo): -it is a software technology that provides data management 

and analysis at the edge of the network [38].  It also provides a mechanism to capture 

data and control flows within the network translating data into information and 

ultimately into knowledge in to use by higher-order applications within a system. 

 Local Grid: - it is embedded software installed on network switches or Edge devices 

that bridge the communication gap between legacy edge devices and new products 

[38]. Local Grid fog computing platform provides the infrastructure between edge 

devices and the cloud for faster and more secure communications without having to 

send large amounts of data through the cloud. It creates a distributed intelligence 

network where processing and storage occur between the 3G/4G, wired or WiFi 

network switches and the edge devices where decisions and data processing can occur 

on a distributed basis. It standardizes and secures communications between all kinds 

of devices across all vendors, thus minimizing customization and services costs. 

 Par Stream:  it is a real-time IoT analytics platform. Cisco and Par Stream are 

working together to build a fast, reliable, and highly scalable infrastructure for 

analysis on the fog [38]. Par Stream's offering of a Big Data Analytics Platform for 

IoT is contingent on its patented database technology Par Stream DB. Par Stream DB 

is a column-based memory database with a highly parallel and fault-tolerant 

architecture that is built using patented indexing and compression algorithms. Being 

an in-memory database, it is ideal for fog devices which typically limited disk space.  

Par Stream can push down query execution to the edge where data is produced and 

perform analytics in a highly distributed fashion. Furthermore, Par Stream has a 
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considerably small footprint, making it feasible to be deployed on embedded devices 

and fog-enabled devices like Cisco IOx. 

 Prismtech Vortex: - Vortex is a ubiquitous data-sharing platform made for the 

Internet of Things.  It provides scalable end-to-end seamless, efficient, secure and 

timely data sharing across IoT supporting devices, edges, gateways and cloud. 

Equipped with such devices, Vortex supports a number of deployment models [7], 

[4].  

1. Fog + Cloud: IoT devices inside a fog-domain communicate with each other 

in a peer-to-peer fashion. Those across fog-domains need to communicate 

through the cloud [7]. 

2. Fog + Cloud-link + Cloud:  Similar to the previous model, devices within the 

same fog-domain communicate peer-to-peer, while devices not in the same 

fog-domain exchange data through the cloud using a Cloud Link that handles 

the associated security issues and controls what information is exposed [4]. 

3. Federated Fog: Each fog-domain has a Vortex Cloud-link running on the 

Vortex device.  Federated Fog is a collection of fog domains, which are 

federated by Cloud-link instances.  Information exchanged between fog-

domains is controlled by Cloud-link instances [4]. 

2.1.3.6. Cloud Computing versus Fog Computing  

In fact, the combination of the two is precisely what is needed, especially in situations 

where sensitive data can use the locality of the fog and other data can use the cloud for 

long term storage and inspections.  As described earlier, the fog has the solution as it 

creates intelligent devices at the edge of the network, which processes the data to a 

nearby data center or uses network devices that can handle such data; which in turn 

increases computational power for the end devices [39].  

One of the main differences between the fog and cloud is the data storage issues, the 

cloud can store a lot of data that it receives. However, the cloud stores this data 

somewhere in the cloud, i.e. internet and permanently, while the fog stores the data 

temporarily and only one-hop away to a nearby data center. That makes the fog 

computing possible to support sensitive data and time-constrained applications, which in 
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turn solves the unpredictability and latency issues that arise with the cloud [39].  Fog 

computing and cloud computing will complement each other while having their own 

advantages and disadvantages [3]. While fog computing grows in helping the emerging 

network paradigms that require faster processing with less delay and delay jitter, cloud 

computing serves the business community meeting their high-end computing demands 

lowering the cost based on a utility pricing model.  Fog computing grows in helping the 

emerging network paradigms that require faster processing with less delay and delay 

jitter, cloud computing would serve the business community meeting their high-end 

computing demands lowering the cost based on a utility pricing model [29]. Fog 

Computing is not going to replace the Cloud computing, it will be acting as the 

intermediate layer for securing the data which is stored inside the cloud [12] and has been 

introduced to improve the efficiency of cloud computing environment by proper 

utilization of bandwidth, as data transmitted or exchanged between cloud and fog for 

processing get reduced [40]. Actually, fog computing serves as an intermediate between 

the Internet of Things device and cloud computing. Some of the differences between the 

cloud, fog computing, and the Internet of Things can be seen in Table 2.1 which is 

adapted from [36], [24].
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Table 2.1. Summary of Fog computing, cloud computing, and IoT  

Features   Cloud computing  Fog computing  Internet of Things 

Target User    General Internet user   Mobile users   Stationary and 

mobile  

Working 

environment   

Indoors with massive  

space and ventilation 

Outdoors (i.e., streets 

fields track) or Indoor 

(i.e., home, malls, 

restaurants) 

Outdoors and 

Indoors  

 

Latency  High  Low  Low  

Delay jitter   High  Very low  Low  

Service type  Localized information Service 

limited to the specific 

deployment location 

Global information  

collected worldwide 

Information specific 

to the end device 

Distance between 

client and server 

Multiple hope One hope One hop 

Security  Undefined  Can be defined  Can be defined  

Attack on data 

enroot 

High probability  Very low probability Low probability 

Location 

awareness  

No  Yes  Yes  

Geo distribution  Centralized  Distributed  Dense and 

Distributed 

Number of the 

server node 

Few  Very large  Very large  

Support for 

mobility 

Limited  Supported  Supported  

Real-time 

interaction 

Supported  Supported  Supported  

Type of last-mile 

connectivity 

Leased line / wired  Wireless   

Big data and 

duration of 

storage 

Months and years as it  

manages big data 

Short duration as it 

transmitting big data 

Transient as it is the  

source of big data 

Major service 

provider   

Amazon, Microsoft, IBM Cisco IOx   ARM, Atmel, Bosch 

 

2.1.4. Related Technologies of Fog computing 

Provisioning resources at the edge of networks (closer to end devices) brings several 

benefits such as low latency and enables provisioning of new applications such as mobile 

data offloading.  
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 Cyber Foraging: It is a pervasive computing technique that was resource-poor, 

mobile devices offload some of their heavy work to stronger surrogate machines in 

the vicinity. The term cyber foraging according to M. Satyanarayanan [27], [41] is 

concerned with foraging for processing power, i.e. remote execution of tasks, and 

discusses how distribution and migration of tasks can be done in a highly mobile 

environment. In cyber foraging, resource-limited mobile devices exploit the 

capabilities of nearby servers, connected to the Internet through high bandwidth 

networks. These servers are called surrogates and perform computing and data 

staging. Data staging is the process of prefetching distant data to nearby 

surrogates. For instance, when a mobile device processes a request of a compute-

intensive component such as face recognition, which needs to access a large 

volume of data for face matching process, it captures raw images and offloads the 

complex processing to a surrogate. The surrogate performs face detection and 

matching processes using a database. This surrogate may stage the database on its 

local disk and perform the whole or some part of the processing on behalf of the 

mobile device. It then delivers the result to the mobile device with low latency. If 

the mobile device does not find a surrogate server nearby, it may provide a 

degraded service to the end-user due to its limited capabilities.  

 Cloudlet: A cloudlet is a mobility-enhanced small-scale cloud data center that is 

located at the edge of the Internet. The main purpose of the cloudlet is supporting 

resource-intensive and interactive mobile applications by providing powerful 

computing resources to mobile devices with lower latency. A Cloudlet can be treated 

as a” data center in a box” running a virtual machine capable of provisioning 

resources to end devices and users in real-time over a WLAN network [42]. The 

services of Cloudlets are provided over one-hop access with high bandwidth, thus 

offering low latency for applications. The architecture proposed in [42] for Cloudlets 

is based on three layers, the component layer, the anode layer, and the Cloudlet layer. 

The component layer offers a set of services by providing interfaces to the higher 

layers overlooked by an execution environment. Using cloudlets, resource-poor 

mobile devices offload their intensive computations (e.g. face recognition) to the 
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cloudlets they use, thereby guaranteeing real-time interactive responses. If the mobile 

device moves away from the cloudlet, it may connect to a distant cloud, hence 

providing a degraded service. Although cloudlets represent the middle tier of a three-

tier hierarchy (i.e. mobile device, cloudlet, cloud), in the current definition of 

cloudlets, there is no particular focus on the interactions with the cloud. Cloudlets can 

also act as a full cloud on the edge. Even when totally isolated from the cloud, they 

can exist as a standalone environment, since VM provisioning of the cloudlets is done 

without cloud intervention. 

 Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC): Multi-Access Edge Computing is an 

industry initiative under the auspices of the European Telecommunication Standards 

Institute (ETSI) [27]. It was initiated in 2014 under the name of Mobile Edge 

Computing (MEC), with a focus on mobile networks and VM as virtualization 

technology [27]. However, its scope has been expanded in March 2017 to encompass 

non-Mobile network requirements (thus the replacement of “Mobile” by “Multi-

Access” in the name), as well as virtualization technologies other than VM. 

 

 

Figure 2.3. The Relationship between Fog Computing, Cloudlet, and MEC  
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Comparison among fog computing, cloudlet, and Multi-access edge computing  

Many researchers compare the three related concepts like fog computing, cloudlet, and 

multi-access edge computing in terms of the architecture they follow, the function and 

location of their nodes serving as the intermediate layer between the end devices and the 

cloud, their offered services as well as how requests performed to the different 

Computing are handled [42]. Based on the features mentioned in Table 2.2, it is possible 

to compare these technologies. Since the Fog Computing proposes the presence of Fog 

Computing Nods (FCNs) anywhere between the end devices and the cloud Data Center 

Nods, Fog Computing offers more flexibility in the choice of devices for using them as 

FCNs. However, since FCNs leverage legacy devices by adding storage and processing to 

them, the computation and storage capacities are usually lesser than that of Cloudlets and 

Mobile Edge servers. On the other hand, due to the requirement of dedicated devices for 

Mobile Edge Computing and Cloudlet Computing, the penetration of these 

implementations is slower than that of Fog Computing [42]. However, these devices can 

be reused as both MEC servers as well as Cloudlets. 

Table 2.2. Comparison of fog computing with its related technologies. 

 Fog Computing  Multi-access Edge 

Computing  

Cloudlet Computing 

Node devices  Routers, Switches, Access 

Points, Gateways  

Servers running in 

base stations  

Data Center in a box 

Node location  Varying between End 

Devices and Cloud  

Devices and Cloud 

Radio Network 

Controller/Macro Base 

Station  

Local/Outdoor 

installation 

Software 

Architecture  

Fog Abstraction Layer based  Mobile Orchestrator 

based  

Cloudlet Agent-based 

Context 

awareness  

Medium  High  Low 

Proximity  One or Multiple Hops  One Hop  One Hop 

Access 

Mechanisms  

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Mobile 

Networks 

Mobile Networks  Wi-Fi 

Internode 

Communication  

Supported Partial  Partial 
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2.1.5. Task Scheduling in Fog Computing  

Resource management in computing is defined as the techniques of managing computing 

resources (components with limited availability) [27]. Resources in fog environments are 

the most dynamic and heterogeneous because of the diversity of devices and their 

available resources [43]. All fog devices are responsible for performing the computation 

of their own applications. For example, a computer that relies on office staff to perform 

some ordinary email and documentation works might be a part of the fog and might also 

act as a fog device. In such a case, the amount of resources available for fog computation 

is dynamic but predictable via the analysis of the long-term activity of its resources [43]. 

This prediction is necessary because once the fog task execution starts, and over a period 

of time, the status of the resources might change due to the request by the application for 

which the device is responsible for. If we compared this to the cloud, it is possible to 

know how much resources are currently available and whether or not they are exclusively 

used for cloud-based application requests. However, the fog aims to use idle resources 

available on any fog device with fog computation that always takes second priority. 

2.1.5.1. Definition of Task, scheduling and task scheduling 

 A task is a unit of execution or a unit of work, with execution and competition time. 

It consists of a set of processes, which require for their implementation, certain 

resources, and that it is necessary for the program to achieve a specific objective [44]. 

 Scheduling is the optimal use of CPU time and proper allocation of resources to 

programs. It also refers to the way in which processes are assigned to run on the 

available processors. The core objective of scheduling is to minimize the completion 

time of a parallel application by properly and carefully allocating the tasks to the 

appropriate processors. Scheduling can be classified into two main root categories 

called static and dynamics [45].  

In static scheduling, in static scheduling, the information of the entire system and the 

resource mapping is known before the execution of the tasks.  The information 

regarding all the resources as well as all the tasks in an application is assumed to be 

known in advance by the time the application is scheduled and furthermore a task is 
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assigned once to a resource. In static scheduling, there is no job failure and resources 

are assumed available all the time. But this is not so in dynamic scheduling. 

In dynamic scheduling, in dynamic scheduling, the assignment of the resources is 

dependent on the current state of the system and the computer machines including the 

submitted tasks in order to make a scheduling decision. The task allocation is done on 

the go as the application executes, where it is not possible to find the execution time. 

The jobs are entering dynamically and the scheduler has to work hard in decision 

making to allocate resources. This is the place where load balancing is a factor to be 

considered seriously. The advantage of the dynamic over static scheduling is that the 

system need not possess the runtime behavior of the application before it runs.  

 Task (job) scheduling is a process of establishing a queue to run a sequence of 

programs over a period of time. It is the mapping of tasks to a selected group of 

resources that may be distributed among multiple administrative domains. The main 

task of the scheduler is to decide which process to run in the next step by having a set 

of applicable processes [46]. In Fog environments, it is necessary to consider how to 

exploit the collaboration between nodes to offload applications efficiently. 

Heterogeneous devices are the main challenges in developing proper resource 

allocation and scheduling in the Fog. If we wanted to use the computation power of 

idle devices, we need to schedule tasks on these devices efficiently. Otherwise, IoT 

application processing in the Fog will face complex issues, which will hinder the 

fulfillment of the latency awareness goal. Two of the key requirements for resource 

allocation and scheduling are availability and efficiency. Resources in the Fog are not 

dedicated, and thus availability should be ensured. On the other hand, the lack of 

efficient resource allocation and scheduling might lead to unwanted delays in the 

overall processing [47]. 

Task scheduling is assigning of resources to the tasks in such a way that the given tasks 

are processed in the best way and the desired results are obtained by the user.  
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Task scheduling algorithms classification 

According to a simple classification, task scheduling algorithms in fog computing can be 

categorized into two main groups; Batch mode scheduling algorithms (BMSA) and 

online mode scheduling algorithms (OMSA) [48].  

In batch mode scheduling, tasks are grouped into batches that are allocated to the 

resources by the scheduler.  The results of processing are usually obtained at a later time.  

Batch scheduling could take better advantage of job and resource characteristics in 

deciding which job to map to which resource since they dispose of the time interval 

between two successive activations of the scheduler. In this case, tasks are queued and 

collected into a set when they arrive in the system. The scheduling algorithm will start 

after a fixed period of time. The main examples of batch model-based algorithms are; 

First Come First Served scheduling algorithm (FCFS), Round Robin scheduling 

algorithm (RR), Min-Min algorithm and Max-Min algorithm [47].  

In immediate mode scheduling, tasks are scheduled as soon as they enter the system.  

They will not be waiting for the next time interval.  They will be scheduled as to when 

the scheduler will get activated or the job arrival rate is small, having thus available 

resources to execute jobs immediately. Since the cloud environment is a heterogeneous 

system and the speed of each processor varies quickly, the on-line or immediate mode 

scheduling algorithms are more appropriate for a cloud environment. Most fit task 

scheduling algorithm (MFTF) is a suitable example of the On-line mode heuristic 

scheduling algorithm [38]. 

The selection of tasks to be scheduled can be based on FCFS, SJF, priority-based, coarse-

grained task grouping, etc. The scheduling algorithm selects the task to be executed and 

the corresponding resource where the task will be executed. 

 First Come First Serve (FCFS): FCFS algorithm is known to schedule and manages 

processes that automatically execute tasks or resources and precedes them by the 

order of their arrival demand of users [49]. With the FCFS algorithm, the first arrival 

demand for task or resource is fulfilled first and then the next demand in a queue will 

be executed once the one before it is complete. It is also based on the FIFO algorithm. 
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It provides an efficient, error-free and simple process for scheduling by saving the 

VMs or Resources in cloud computing 

 Round Robin algorithm: In the round-robin scheduling, processes are dispatched in 

a FIFO manner but are given a limited amount of CPU time called a time -slice or 

quantum. If a process does not complete before its CPU-time expires, the CPU is 

preempted and given to the next process waiting in a queue. The preempted process is 

then placed at the back of the ready list. It focuses on fairness.  RR uses the ring as its 

queue to store jobs. Each job in a queue has the same execution time and it will be 

executed in turn. 

 Min–Min algorithm: This algorithm chooses small tasks to be executed firstly, 

which in turn large task delays for long time. The Min-Min algorithm begins with the 

set of all unmapped tasks having the set of minimum completion times.  Then task 

with the overall minimum completion time from the set is selected and assigned to the 

corresponding machine [50]. 

 Max-Min algorithm: This algorithm chooses large tasks to be executed firstly, which 

in turn small task delays for a long time. The Max-Min Algorithm is very similar to 

Min-min. It also begins with a set of all unmapped tasks.  Then, the set of minimum 

completion times is found. Now, the task with the overall maximum completion time 

from the set is selected and assigned to the corresponding machine (hence said to be 

Max-Min) 

 Earliest Deadline First (EDF): Earliest Deadline First (EDF) or Least Time to Go is 

a dynamic scheduling algorithm used in real-time operating systems.  It places 

processes in a priority queue.  Whenever a scheduling event occurs (task finishes, 

new task released, etc.)  the queue will be searched for the process closest to its 

deadline, the found process will be the next to be scheduled for execution. 

 Priority scheduling algorithm: The basic idea is straightforward: each process is 

assigned a priority, and priority is allowed to run. Equal-Priority processes are 

scheduled in the FCFS order. The shortest-Job-First (SJF) algorithm is a special case 

of the general priority scheduling algorithm. An SJF algorithm is simply a priority 

algorithm where the priority is the inverse of the (predicted) next CPU burst. That is, 

the longer the CPU burst, the lower the priority and vice versa. Priority can be 
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defined either internally or externally. Internally defined priorities use some 

measurable quantities or qualities to compute the priority of a process [44]. 

2.1.6. Simulators and Tools 

Simulation is software that represents a real-world phenomenon depends on mechanisms 

with a collection of mathematical formulas [51]. When the simulation software is made, 

the result coming from the simulator should be near to the real world.  To overcome the 

limitations which are challenged in the fog computing environment the number of 

simulators and tools can exist to simulate such environments and measure various 

characteristics like latency, network congestion, and energy consumption. The following 

are some of simulators and tools destined for Fog Computing [52]. 

 CloudSim: CloudSim is the most popular simulation tool available for the cloud 

computing environment which is formulated by the GRID laboratory of the 

University of Melbourne [53]. which also enables seamless modeling, simulation 

on designing cloud computing infrastructures. It also manages various parts of the 

system by providing basic classes to distinguish computational resources, data 

centers, applications, virtual machines, users as well as policies. It is an open-

source object-oriented java code and it is free to extend. By using this simulator, 

researchers can focus on a particular system design for the cloud system 

infrastructure.  

 iFogSim: iFogSim is one of the simulations of fog computing environments in 

order to evaluate resource management and scheduling policies across end nearest 

to the end device and cloud resources under different scenarios. It allows the 

design of different architecture scenarios for fog computing and the assessment of 

various aspects such as bandwidth and energy consumption [52]. In this 

simulator, any infrastructure of fog environment is simulated by adding fog nodes 

and edge devices with the features including resource capabilities. The network 

topology is created by Graphical User Interface (GUI) to the creation of the whole 

infrastructure in JSON format.  This simulator can also measure performance 

metrics and simulate edge devices [54]. 
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 Cloud Analyst: Cloud- Analyst is an open-source simulator which is obtained 

from the clouds that enable to determine the performance of cloud services. It 

simulates a geographically distributed environment used to evaluate the 

performance of the computing servers when various algorithms designed by the 

researchers are used [55]. It also helps to show the setting location of nodes that 

are creating the request application (end device) and also the location of the 

node‟s centers. In this simulator, the configuration parameters can be customized 

as the researcher wants to evaluate what they design. From these, some of the 

customizable parameters are the number of generated requests per user per hour, 

number of nodes, amount of storage, number of processors, number of virtual 

machines, network bandwidth and other necessary parameters. According to these 

parameters the simulation tool computes the simulated results display them in a 

graphical form. The output obtained from the simulation is more appropriate and 

understandable. This simulation tool is very easy to employ and has the capability 

to generate the output in graphical form.  

Identifying a suitable simulation from the available simulators is based on the analysis. 

As we have seen from the previous description of the three simulators, cloudsim is the 

simulator specifically for the cloud environment. Its result is displayed in the console 

rather GUI form.  It is not also completely considering the location of the end device and 

the data center. In this simulator proximity is not also consider as a whole.  Therefore, 

clouds would not be preferable. When we see the next simulator iFogSim, really it is the 

fog computing simulator which is designed for resource management and scheduling 

policy in fog environment. But it has also their own limitations like horizontal 

communication is not supported and it is not easily understandable.  Since the simulator 

is the first version and lacks features related to improving the quality of service, it is not 

recommended for the junior researcher.   

The third simulator as stated before is a cloud analyst that allows the description of end 

devices and datacenter including information of location awareness for users generating 

tasks and location of data centers geographically, number of end devices and nodes, and 

number of resources in each node. using this information, it generates performance 
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metrics like processing time, response time and response cost. This cloud analyst 

simulator can help the developers to determine the best strategy for the allocation of 

resources among available nodes, strategies for selecting nodes to serve specific requests.  
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2.2. Related works  

Many research works have been introduced to improve the performance of fog computing 

architecture, resource management, and task scheduling algorithm concepts.  

Huda Diab Abdulgalil in [56] proposed a multitier fog computing architecture based on 

the analysis of ECG and EEG signals. In the proposed architecture, it compares of three 

tiers. The first tier is responsible for generating data and transmission to the second tier. 

The second tier of the proposed architecture exploits the benefits of emerging fog 

computing technology for lightweight analysis based on ECG signals. The third tier is 

responsible for extensive analysis based on EEG signals and data storage in the cloud. 

Jabril Abdelaziz in [57] introduce a new concept on Collaboration Architecture for the 

Fog computing. In his proposed architecture, it constitutes a referential model to better 

design and to implement Fog platforms. It powers the freedom of abstraction to make 

development and deployment at the Fog nodes easier and more efficient. they introduce 

expressive mechanisms to define and abstract objects, data analytics, and services. 

Hugo L. in [58] also designed a multi-tier fog computing architecture having three layers 

located on the edge, near to the end device and cloud. They evaluated the performance of 

downloading the video from multiple tiers located in a distinct geographical with a 

multimedia application. 

Ashkan et al in [26] introduce an IoT-fog-cloud framework for reducing the service delay 

for IoT applications. The analytical model also developed to evaluate their policy of the 

proposed framework that shows how the proposed framework helps to reduce IoT service 

delay [26].  

Zijiang Hao et al in [31] propose a prototype system in the software architecture of fog 

computing to incorporate the different design of communication IoT devices with fog 

nodes. The authors report their design of WM-FOG, a computing framework prototype 

for fog environments that embraces this prototype of software architecture and shows the 

evaluation of their prototype system [31]. 

In order to provide the solution for IoT service, Blesson et al [13] propose a hybrid fog 

cloud architecture for low-response time applications such as firefighting. It supports a 
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growing variety of applications, fifth-generation (5G) wireless systems, including those 

in the Internet of Things (IoT) and embedded artificial intelligence (AI). 

Langfang Gao in [9] investigate a task offloading strategy for minimizing energy in 

mobile devices and he also develops a priority-based task scheduling algorithm with an 

edge server. The energy consumption, execution time and execution cost against both the 

task data sizes and latency requirements are adopted as the performance metric. From his 

research, the performance evaluation results show that his proposed algorithm reduces 

task completion time, and improve QoS. 

Nitinder et al in [59] also propose distributes task processing on Edge-Fog-Cloud which 

participating in the network. In order to assign the processing tasks to nodes, they 

develop the Least Processing Cost First (LPCF) method which provides the optimal 

processing time [59]. 

Luiz et al. in [38] introduce the scheduling algorithms in the hierarchical layer of fog and 

cloud computing with three-layer architecture. Their work shows the strategies of 

scheduling that can be designed in a fog computing environment. In their research work 

the scheduler prioritize the cloudlet use and optimize other objectives like reduce network 

use and cloud costs.  

Lindong et al. in [60] proposed task scheduling algorithm in fog computing devices based 

on classification data mining technique. They contributed a novel classification mining 

algorithm and novel task scheduling model based on the I-Apriori algorithm. The task 

with the minimum completion time was selected to be executed at the fog node with the 

minimum completion time. 

Juan et al. in [52] proposed the task scheduling strategy in the fog computing scenario. A 

task scheduling strategy based on a hybrid heuristic (HH) algorithm is proposed that 

mainly solves the problem of terminal devices with limited computing resources and high 

energy consumption and makes the scheme feasible for real-time and efficient processing 

tasks of terminal devices. 

Binh et al. [61] introduces a new approach to optimize task scheduling problem for Bag-

of-tasks applications in Cloud–Fog environment in terms of execution time and operating 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Wang%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=30823391
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costs. Their algorithm could flexibly satisfy user‟s requirement of high performance 

processing or cost efficiency. Their work had limited as they tested the algorithm only on 

small datasets. 

There are many task scheduling algorithms in cloud computing as well as fog computing 

and they apply it on real world environment. As shown in in the Table 2.3 below, even 

though there are many task scheduling algorithms in fog computing, the two algorithms 

have better response time. Which are FCFS and SJF. From these SJF is better as literature 

describes.  

Table 2.3. Comparison of task scheduling algorithms 

Scheduling 

algorithms 

Description  Architecture  Parameters Limitations  

FCFS [49]. Tasks were 

assigned to VM 

by using the 

arriving time.  

Third tiers (IoT 

device, fog 

node, cloud 

nod)  

Arriving 

time, 

resource 

availability. 

doesn‟t consider the 

capability of the resource, 

response time and tasks 

priority 

SJF [52] Small tasks are 

assigned first to 

VM by 

considering 

resource 

availability  

Third tiers (IoT 

device, fog 

node, cloud 

nod) 

Availability 

of resource, 

data size. 

doesn‟t consider the 

capability of the resource, 

response time, starvation 

may occur. 

 

In most related works, the task scheduling algorithm were deployed on three tier 

algorithms and they couldn‟t consider the fog node capacity and task priority. In this case 

the incoming tasks from IoT device were directly assigned the available fog node without 

considered the capacity of the node.  

In proposed Algorithm, tasks to be classified by their task size and it schedule with the 

appropriate layer of fog architecture in order to reduce response time. The proposed 

algorithm is overcome the limitation of the existing (FCFS and SJF) algorithms. This 
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proposed algorithm uses the four-tier architecture, and assigned the task in each of the 

appropriate layer of fog computing. It minimizes starvation and reduce response time. 

This proposed algorithm also consider the limitation of the previous FCFS and SJF like 

resource capacity because we use four tier, task priority.    
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2.3. Chapter Summary  

This chapter presents background information and the general concept of cloud 

computing, the Internet of Things (IoT) and fog computing. It also offers a 

comprehensive review of the fog computing environment in detail. The benefit, the 

architecture, the deployment and how they are integrated with the IoT device and cloud 

environment were present. This chapter also discussed the limitations and challenges of 

the existing methods of fog computing environment regards to task scheduling algorithms 

followed by related works as well as simulators. Different types of task scheduling 

algorithms, their limitations, what they have used the architecture as well as different 

types of simulator fog computing technology were also discussed.  

From the related work, we reviewed that even if task scheduling algorithms were 

designed by different researchers, the response time as well as the task classification and 

assignment was not addressed. In Addition, on the related literatures reviewed, four tier 

architecture of fog computing was not used in the design and implementation of the 

algorithms. Accordingly, response time of the algorithms proposed was very high 

resulting QOS problem on fog applications. Based on the limitations observed, we 

proposed four tier architecture and used in the design and implementation of the proposed 

task scheduling algorithm. The task priority and task size were not also considered in the 

previous related works. Which means there is no determination for assigning tasks and all 

incoming tasks were assigned in the nearest fog node and offloaded to the neighbored 

node in previous works. In relation to task scheduling algorithm, in the related works task 

was scheduled using FCFS and SJF algorithms. They didn‟t also completely minimize 

the problem regarding the response time. Considering this, in this work priority-based 

task scheduling algorithm is proposed. That is why this proposed algorithm is designed in 

order to reduce response time. A review of the existing simulators was made on section 

2.1.8 and Cloud analyst is selected to use in this research work for experimentation.  

Cloud analyst has features such as easy setup, flexibility in configuring, predefined 

location awareness and GUI displaying result.  
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Chapter Three: Proposed System Model and Algorithm Design  

3.1. Introduction 

This section describes the proposed system model and design the priority-based task 

scheduling algorithms to optimize the quality of service for fog computing. The main 

objective of the model is to show how end devices communicate with the fog device and 

how the task should be scheduled in the indicated fog resources. Discussing the available 

architectures of fog computing with a comprehensive description of each component of 

the architecture is more preferable for designing task scheduling. Accordingly, the 

appropriate architecture for the task scheduling algorithm would be identified.  

3.2. Fog Computing Architecture 

3.2.1. High-Level Architecture of Fog Computing 

In high-level architecture, the fog computing paradigm has three different layers, as 

discussed in the literature section 2.1.3. The architecture consists of all the bottom layer 

(IoT device), an intermediate computing layer (fog devices) and the top layer (Cloud). 

The bottom layer is the IoT Device, which consists of all connected devices which are 

sensing and actuation process. For time-sensitive and simple task application, the task 

processing should be done on the nearest fog exclusively while the aggregate can perform 

large task which require much computing power. However, the nearest fog layer would 

manage what needs to be sent to the aggregate and what should not. The end device is 

able to get services from both the nearest fog and aggregate based on their request. 

However, the aggregate would manage complex processing and storage. 

In the Cisco fog computing high-level architectural model, fog aggregation nodes are not 

clearly defined [4], [43], [62] when it is compared to the nearest fog layer. The aggregate 

fog nodes are expected to analyze and act on the large volume of data generated by 

thousands of things across a large geographic area in less than one second. It is not likely 

that the small size IoT requests like smartphones and video cameras can be delivered the 

expected analytics services from the nearest fog node. If the fog computing relies on the 

nearest fog nodes and fog aggregation nodes for fast and reliable data analytics services, 
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then there is little difference between fog computing high-level architectural model and 

the selected detailed architectural models. 

3.2.2. The Adapted Architecture of fog computing  

Since there is no available standard architecture to date, it is mandatory to select the one 

from the available architectures and make modifications to make it suitable for the 

algorithm to be designed. For this research work, a four-tier architecture developed is 

adapted as it is shown on Figure 3.1 in [63]. This adapted four-tier fog computing 

architecture is suitable for accurate and real-time monitoring of fog computing 

applications and provides fast responses. The adaptation is made to reducing latency on 

real-time data transmission and notification and improving the quality of service.  The 

architecture enables to use benefits of cloud as well as fog computing. The four-tier 

architecture comprises two fog layers. The nearest fog layer or fog access layer and 

aggregate fog layer or fog control layer. The detailed four-tier layers architectures are 

discussed as follows.  

 First Tier (Sensor and actuators): In the selected architectural modeling, the first 

tier (IoT device) are responsible for generating task request from the environments. 

The first-tier layer including all the smart sensor nodes (SSNs). This node is a 

collection of sensors and actuators. SSN sensor senses the environment and sends the 

generated request to the second layer. IoT devices or IoT nodes are commonly a 

collection of SSNs (mobile phones, smart vehicles, and smart meters).  

 Nearest Fog Node and Aggregate Fog Node: Fog operates as an intermediate 

computing paradigm between Cloud datacenters and IoT devices. In fog, nodes are 

organized in hierarchical order as shown in Figure 3.1. Here, Fog nodes are classified 

into two categories; Nearest Fog Node and Aggregate Fog Node.  

1. The lowest level of Fog nodes, known as Nearest Fog Node (NFL): This 

layer is located nearest to the end devices and they are composed of small 

computing nodes or edge devices. Each node is connected to and responsible 

for an IoT device that usually covers a neighborhood or a small community, 

performing task analysis in a timely manner. The result from this node has 
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two parts, the first one is the response time to the end device after it performs 

the analysis and the second also reports data processing to an aggregate 

computing node at its next upper layer for further analysis. One edge device is 

the cover total length of about a hundred meters. Since this layer has limited 

computing and storage capabilities, the communication channels between its 

layer with the aggregate layer are unreliable and time-varying. There is a 

software component that is running in this layer known as fog cell.  Fog cells 

represent computing devices that communicate with the IoT device downward 

link and aggregate fog node upward link.  

2. The upper-level Fog nodes, called Aggregate Fog Node (AFNs): This 

Layer is the third level of fog node in this architecture which provides 

resources to the applications for analyzing and processing with high-

performance improvement. These layers are connected to tens and hundreds 

of low-level nearest fog node devices, and which is governing the community-

level sensors. It also controls the group of NFNs through reliable but 

expensive backhaul connections and is called “aggregate fog node" (AFN). It 

is much more powerful in terms of computing power and storage capacity 

than NFN or second tier. However, the AFN is physically not possible or 

economically not feasible to communicate directly with any of the first-tier 

[63]. It is more efficient for this tier to execute control operations for 

achieving regional performance objectives with a centralized approach.  

 Fourth Tier (Cloud Computing Nodes): The top layer of the architecture is the 

Cloud, which collects data and information from each intermediate computing node 

on layers two and three. The layer is characterized by the ability for massive 

computing capabilities, massive storage, and big data processing.  This builds the 

Cloud using the open-source Hadoop, taking advantage of the power of clusters and 

high-performance computing and storage. At this layer, centralized controlling, very 

large-scale (city-wide), and very high-latency (years) computing tasks would be 

performed, such as long-term pattern recognition, long-term natural disaster 

prediction, and detection, and relationship modeling in order to support dynamic 
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decision making. This allows performing worldwide resource management and 

response time in the case of a natural disaster or a large-scale service interruption.  

 

Figure 3.1. Four Tier Architectural Modeling in Fog Computing  
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3.3. How do fog nodes work in four-tier Architecture? 

The four-layer fog computing architecture has been used to support the quick response by 

three layers of nodes at nearest to end device, medium far from the end device, and 

national levels as shown on Figure 3.2. providing high computing performance and 

intelligence in future fog computing applications. The fog nodes closest to the network 

edge ingest the data for IoT devices. IoT devices do not process data due to resource and 

energy constraints which means in the first tier almost there is no process and computing. 

Since computing is not there in the first tier, it begins in the second tier which is closest 

to the end device called nearest fog node.   

In the selected architectures the most time-sensitive data are analyzed on the second tier 

or nearest fog node (NFN) which is closest to the things generating the data. The 

emergency task requirement is to verify that control loops and protection are operating 

properly.  Therefore, the second tier can look for signs of problems and then prevent 

them by sending control commands to actuators. Each nearest fog node (NFN) has 

minimum ability to perform its assigned operations in order to reduce the latency and get 

quick response for the most time-critical issues. 

 

Figure 3.2. How fog computing environment works? 
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3.4. The Proposed Task Scheduling Algorithms 

Task scheduling in cloud computing and Fog computing is different as the constraints on 

these environments are different. In the cloud scheduling algorithm consider constraints 

are computing power of VM, interconnection bandwidth, task size, and VM migration 

cost. On the other hand, Fog computing is the hierarchical architecture of cloud nodes, 

fog nodes, and IoT nodes. It is better to see how the task request should be move-in 

different layers of the architecture. In the previous architecture depicted in figure 3.1, the 

model was designed in four layers, the cloud-fog-IoT device environment. In the first 

phase, it is better to implement an IoT device to the nearest fog node which means 

assigned tasks coming from the IoT device to the nearest fog node if it fulfills the 

requirement.  In this case, if the task doesn‟t meet the requirement in the nearest fog 

node, the request is a move to the next layer (Aggregate fog layer). The request in the 

nearest fog layers is assigned to the resource depending on the priority given to the 

request. There are many data centers in all layers having different computational and 

different performances. 

3.4.1. Roles of each node in the model in the task scheduling process  

Role of Nearest Fog Node 

 IoT device will send a request to the nearest Node. It is considered as a gateway 

between aggregate fog node (AFN) and IoT devices. 

 Nearest Fog Node (NFN) decides whether to send the task to Aggregate Fog Node 

(AFN) using the data analysis algorithm. 

 Filtration model or logic resides in Nearest Fog Node to make such a decision and 

forward the data to the appropriate environment. 

  While the IoT device will send the request to Nearest Fog Node, it decides where it is 

analyzed by using the expected time duration.   

a) If the expected time duration is short in terms of a microsecond and 

second, NFN respond to the IoT device, 

b) Else if the expected time duration is minutes and hours it forwards to 

Aggregate Fog Node (AFN)  
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c) Else the request is forwards to the cloud. 

Therefore, the first layer which is NFN plays a big role in the scheduling algorithms.  

Role of Fog Control Node 

 If the data request is sent to Aggregate Fog Node, it receives the request which is sent 

by the Nearest Fog Node. 

 Aggregate Fog Node processes the request and replies to the IoT Device.  

 The content table which contains the IoT Application information is updated. 

 Aggregate Fog Node sends the data summary to the cloud and updates its table 

content. 

Role of Cloud 

 If the data request is sent by the IoT device/Fog device, then the cloud processes the 

data and sends the response to the indicated device. 

 Cloud also analyses the request sent by Fog for periodic updating. 

  Cloud also sends rules to Fog if any changes to be done in Fog. 

3.4.2. Mathematical Model for Task Scheduling Algorithm 

Each node in the fog layers (Nearest Fog Layer and Aggregate fog layer) has fog servers 

(FS) which consist of micro data centers and VMs. Within each FS it has also a Fog 

Server Manager (FSM), which manages the resource within the nearest fog, including 

processors and VMs. The server capacity for each layer is different. Cloud has much 

more powerful in terms of computing power, storage and server capacity than AFN, and 

AFN has also much more powerful in terms of computing power, storage and server 

capacity than NFN. 

 NFN<AFN<CLOUD……………………………................ (1) 

 The above relation (1) is based on computing power, storage, and server capacity. 

Having this consideration, the task scheduling algorithm is designed based on their 

computing power, storage, and server capacity. This means large tasks should be 

assigned to resources having high computing power, high storage, and high server 
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capacity. All data centers are arranged in two layers (NFN and AFN) having different 

computing power and storage as well as server capacity. Since the nearest fog node 

(NFN) has less powerful in terms of computing power, storage and server capacity, the 

task which might be processed in this node has low execution time and the smallest in 

size. Since we are using four-tier architecture, the fog nodes are placed in two different 

layers (nearest layer and aggregate layer).      

Table 3.1 Notation and description 

Notation  Description  

e(t) Execution time 

taskLength Length of the task in MI (millions of instruction) 

Phigh High priority   

Plow Low priority  

T1 Lowest threshold value 

T2 Highest threshold value 

Tsimple Simple task 

Tmedium Medium task 

Tlarge The large or complex task 

N Number of tasks 

Task set 1, 2…. n Grouping of individual Task request  

T Set of tasks 

FN Set of the fog node 

  (       ) Processing time in the nearest fog node 

  (         ) Processing time in an aggregate fog node 

CC(NFN) The computation capacity of nearest fog node  

CC(NFN) The computation capacity of aggregate fog node  

   (       ) Transmission time from IoT device to the Nearest fog node 

   (         ) Transmission time from IoT device to the Nearest fog node 

              The size of the input file 

               The size of the output file 

          The transmission rate task to be sent from one node to the other 

EstTNearest Estimated response time of nearest fog node 

EstTaggregate Estimated response time of nearest fog node 

total Total transmission time 
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When the request tasks from IoT devices are sent to the nearest fog layer, it has the 

responsibility to assigned tasks to the appropriate fog node. Therefore, it finds out the 

computing power of the nearest fog node and the aggregate fog node. The tasks have 

their own properties like task length and memory required. Assuming that there is n 

number of tasks to be sent to the fog node can be represented as follows. 

T= {T1, T2, T3…………………… Tn}                                                             (2) 

Fog nodes (nearest fog node and aggregate fog node) have the same attributes such as 

CPU rate, CPU usage fee, memory usage fee, and bandwidth usage fee. Suppose the fog 

computing system consists of m number fog nodes, which can be represented as follows. 

FN = {FN1, FN2, ………….……………………. FNm}                                    (3) 

In order to assign the request tasks to the appropriate fog node, we could mathematically 

calculate the processing time and transmission time.  Then select the appropriate node 

and assigned the task to the selected node. Therefore, to do this first calculate the 

processing time and transmission time of the nearest fog node and aggregate fog node 

independently.  

Service time  

1. The service time is the sum of processing time and waiting time. Then the 

mathematical formula tasks set Ts in the nearest fog node NFN is calculated as 

follows. 

    (       )  
          

  (   )
                      ( ) [64] 

2. The processing time of the tasks set Ts in aggregate fog node AFN is calculated 

as follows. 

  (          )  
          

  (   )
               ( ) 

Transmission time 
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1. The transmission time of the task request from the IoT device to the nearest 

fog node is calculated as follows. When the task request is sent from the IoT 

device to its Nearest fog node, its transmission time is calculated by the data 

size of the task request divided by its transmission rate, whereas the 

transmission time for the response from nearest fog node to IoT device also 

calculated by dividing the task output file by transmission rate.  

                             (       )  
                            

         
        ( ) 

2. The transmission time of the task request from the nearest fog node to 

aggregate fog node is calculated as follows. 

                             (         )  
                            

         
       ( ) 

3. The total transmission time of tasks from IoT device to aggregate fog node 

can be calculated by combining equation (5) and equation (6). 

TRttotal=   (       )+   (         )………………………….(8) 

In the above equation (4-8) the processing and transmission time for different fog nodes 

placed in the different layers can be calculated. 

Estimated Response time 

The estimated Response time of the task which is processed in different layers of fog 

computing is the sum of the processing time of the indicated node and the transmission 

time of the task from the source to destination. The Expected response time of tasks that 

are processed in the nearest fog node is calculated as follows. 

EstTNearest=   (       )+  (       )………………………………..(9) 

Whereas The response time of tasks which is processed in an aggregate fog node is also 

calculated as follows. 

EstRtaggregate=  (         )+ TRttotal(Aggregate) …………………………(10) 

By using the above mathematical model, where the tasks to be processed is decided. The 

last equation (9) and equation (10) decide the place where the coming task should be 
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processed in order to reduce the quality of service. This means if the estimated response 

time of the task which is processed in aggregate fog node is greater than the estimated 

response time of the task which is processed in the nearest fog node, the task is assigned 

for the nearest fog layer, else the task is assigned in aggregate fog layer. Having these 

concepts, tasks are going to be classified and assigned in their appropriate layers 

according to their task type and expected response time. 

3.4.3. Task classification model 

Since IoT devices are growing from time to time, it generates different types of task 

requests from the simple to complex. In this research, the priority-based scheduling 

algorithm first performs a task classification process based on task length. Then, with this 

task classification information, we assign the task to an appropriate node in hierarchical 

layers of fog computing architecture for reducing response time.  Task size is the total 

size (in millions of instructions, MI, or in Mbps) of a task being executed at the fog. 

execution time is the exact time taken by the resource to execute the task; waiting time is 

also the exact time for waiting in the queue. We categorized IoT tasks into three types: 

simple tasks, medium tasks, and long tasks. In order to classify the task, the main 

consideration is the threshold value.  

From the notation in Table 3.1 the threshold variables T1 and T2 set and adjust based 

on the experiment. By nature, tasks generated from IoT devices are mostly small in size 

and they require low resource capacity. Fog nodes by nature also have low capacity 

resources.   This variable is used to classify tasks as simple, medium and large; and also 

used to order the requests in the system according to their Task length. 

 A simple task: - refers to tasks that don‟t require the more powerful resource to be 

processed, and also having small in its task length and execution time. This type of 

task should be processed in the nearest fog node because of the low capability of 

resource and small in task length. The task which has small in task length requires a 

low capacity of the resource.       

 Medium task: - this type of task is also greater in task length when compared to the 

simple task. This type of task should be also processed in the nearest fog node by 
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using priority methods. The task of having small task have also low execution time 

and low response time, and the task length also medium it has medium in response 

time and execution time       

 Complex task: - is the largest task in task length, and it should be sent to aggregate 

fog layers. Since the aggregate fog data center is more powerful in processing 

power, storage capacity, and a more reliable server, the complex task would be 

processed in it. The task also has the lowest response time because of powerful 

resources. Figure 3.3 depict the task classification and the resource assigned in their 

appropriate fog layer.       

 

Figure 3.3. Task classification 

 

3.4.4. System Models for Task Scheduling   

The system model is depicted on figure 3.4 shows the overall process of the proposed 

algorithms from the begging to the end of the scheduling process. 

System Model Description  

The system model is classified as the following description.  
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 IoT devices: this device is acting as the client; they generate different requests to 

the fog environment. In this system model, IoT devices are sending the task 

request which is simple, medium or large as stated from task classifier.  

 Task Classifier: this component received all tasks coming from the IoT devices 

and it classifies the tasks as simple, medium and large tasks based on the task 

length.   In this component after the task can be a classifier, if the task is under the 

category of large it sends to the aggregate layer. Because in this layer the resource 

capacity would low performance. This leads to violate its deadline and may wait 

for a long time.    

 Queue: this component also puts the incoming tasks in the order of their priority 

if the resource is in the running state. In this case, there are two queues (high 

priority which is small task length and low priority which is under the category of 

medium).  

 Scheduler: the scheduler also used to schedule the incoming task based on the 

priority of the task. In this process, if the resource is free, the highest priority task 

should be assigned first and the others are waiting until the execution is 

completed. 
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Figure 3.4. System Model for the Proposed Algorithm 

3.4.5. The Priority-based Task Scheduling Algorithm  

The task scheduling algorithms mentioned in the literature on section 2.1.5 were 

appropriate in the cloud as well as fog computing architecture. But in this proposed 

algorithm the one which is a priority-based scheduling algorithm is selected. because the 

task which is analyzed in fog computing is small in size. In order to assign the tasks in 

the nearest fog datacenter, priority-based task scheduling is preferable. In the priority-

based task scheduling algorithm, tasks should be processed in three layers as we have 

seen in previous architecture. Tasks, which are really under the category of simple and 

medium, must be processed in the nearest fog node based their priority. Whereas tasks 

that are large in size, they must be processed in aggregate fog node for reducing response 

time. 
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3.4.6. Task Scheduling Algorithm Design  

While deciding on which queue a request should be added to, as T1 is less than T2, all the 

requests which have the least task length (simple task) will be added to the high priority 

queue. and all the requests which have a medium in their task length, they will be added 

to the other queues, so that all the high priority requests are processed first. Whenever a 

task is coming from the IoT device, the proposed algorithm first performs a task 

classification process based on task length. Then, with this task classification 

information, we assign the task to an appropriate fog layer.  Therefore, first, we should 

design the task classification algorithms as follows shown on figure 3.5 and the flow 

chart on figure 3.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Task Classification Algorithms 

Input  

Task list with task length attribute 

Number of processors, processor speed 

Output 

Task type or task categorization (Simple, medium and complex) 
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Algorithms 

1. Incoming tasks  

2. Set threshold value one (T1) 

3. Set threshold value two (T2) 

4. For each task in task lists 

5. If (taskLength < T1) 

6.        Categorize tasks as simple task 

7.     Else if(T1<taskLength<T2) 

8.                 Categorize tasks as medium task 

9.              Else 

10.                  Categorize tasks as large task  

11.            End Else 

12.     End if else 

Figure 3.5. Task classification algorithm 
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Figure 3.6. Flow Chart for Task Classification 

 

Priority-based Task Scheduling  

Some tasks have the highest priority. For simple and medium tasks, rather than using the 

First-come-first-served (FCFS) rule, we order the tasks in each queue based on the 

descending order of the task categorization levels. This way, simple tasks will be 

executed at an earlier time, which will help meet the requirement for response time. We 

further propose a method to order simple and medium tasks with the priority levels as 

shown on Figure 3.7. As shown in Table 3.1 the tasks priority value is set in high and low 
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priority.   If the two tasks might have been the same priority, they should be scheduled by 

FCFS. 

1. Input  

2. taskLength, number of task (N)  

3. Output: Priority (High Priority and Low Priority)  

4. For each task coming from IoT device (t1, t2, t3…. Tn) 

5. Task Classifier ()  

6. While (task is not large)  

7.                For each task  

8.                            If (task is simple) 

9.                                  Put to high priority (Phigh) 

10.                                        Else 

11.                                           Put to low priority (Plow) 

12.                                        End Else 

13.                            End if  

14.                End for  

15. End  

    Figure 3.7. Algorithm of Priority Queue Model 

For the next phase, we are going to design the algorithms of task assignment in fog layers 

which is shown on Figure 3.8 and the flow chart on Figure 3.9. That means which task 

category is going to be processed in the nearest fog layers and which is also sent in 

aggregate layers of fog computing. The algorithm is shown as follows 
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Task Assignment Algorithms 

Input  

Task list with task length attribute 

Output 

Task to be assigned in nearest fog layer or aggregate fog layer 

Algorithms 

1. Incoming tasks  

2. For each task in task lists 

3.   (   )<   (   )  
4. Calculate the EstTNearest (equation9) 

5. Calculate the EstTAggregate (equation10) 

6. Task classification () 

7. If (taskLength >T2) 

8.             Assigned tasks to aggregate fog layer 

9.         Else  

10.                For each incoming task  

11.                   While (! free resource available) 

12.                          Put the task in the order of their priority 

13.                   End While  

14.                 Assigned the task to the resource 

15.              End For 

16.   
17.      End Else 

18. End if 

Figure 3.8. Task Assignment Algorithm  
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Figure 3.9. Flow Chart for Task Assignment Algorithm.  

After designing the algorithm of the classified tasks in their respective fog layers, the 

detailed priority-based scheduling is mandatory for each layer. If the resource is 

available, the task should be assigned to the available resource as soon as the task arrives. 

But if the available resources are in running state the task must put in the queue in the 

order of their priority. Therefore, the priority queueing model must be designed as it is 

depicted on Figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.10. Overall Flow Chart for Priority-based Task Scheduling 
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Chapter Four: Experimentation 

4.1. Implementation and Evaluation 

This research aims to develop a new algorithm based on (length, priority and execution 

time) to reduce response time and minimize the makespan of tasks. The evaluation is 

conducted using a simulator. The simulation was developed in Java with Eclipse editor 

and using a cloud analyst. 

 Cloud analyst: The simulation contains three main menus, configure simulation, 

define internet characteristics and run the simulation. In this simulator, the results 

have been produced on GUI and some results also produced in consol. Based on the 

parameters given as input the simulators compute the simulation results and show 

them in graphical form. In this configuration, constraints can be customizing like 

request data size, request task length in MI (millions of instructions), the execution 

time of the task, number of fog nodes, number of processors, the quantity of storage, 

and other essential constraints. The result contains response time, execution time, 

throughput, and makespan. The figure 4.1 show the real representation of how the 

clients communicate with the fog nodes and cloud data center. 

 

Figure 4.1. GUI Interface for Cloud Analyst 
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In order to analyze the proposed algorithm configuration of the various components of 

the cloud analyst tool needs to be done. We have set parameters for the user base 

configuration, application deployment configuration, and datacenter configuration. 

 user base (Task Set) configuration: In this research, a user base model acts as the 

IoT device which is a group of user requests that are considered as single in the 

simulation and its main responsibility is to generate traffic for the simulation. As we 

observe from figure 4-2 each IoT device represent thousands of user request. In this 

experiment, we have used 10 user bases as task sets distributed in one region for the 

first scenario and with the different regions for the second scenario.   

 

Figure 4.2. Sample User Base (Task Sets) Setting 

The following are the sample of fog node specification (i.e. four number of processors for 

each node with a processor speed of 10000MIPS.)  

The other component of cloud analyst which is related to the infrastructure and its 

characteristics. Figure 4.3. depict the fog node specification with its basic characteristics 

like virtual machine, processor speed, the location where the fog node is found.    
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Figure 4.3. Fog Node Specification 

 Transmission Time: Transmission time is the time in which the task request is 

transferred from one point to the other point. In this simulation, the transmission time 

shows from the source of the region to the destination of the region in the GUI. The 

figure 4.4 shows that the constant delay matrix between the regions.  

 

Figure 0.4. Transmission Delay Between Regions 

 Bandwidth: In computing, bandwidth is the maximum rate of data transfer from one 

region to the other, or from IoT device to indicated fog node. Bandwidth is defined as 

the amount of data that can be transmitted in a fixed amount of time. Researchers 

often assume that the high performance of the fog comes from high bandwidth, but 

that's not really the case [65]. The bandwidth of a network refers to its capacity to 
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carry traffic. Higher bandwidth means that more traffic can be carried (eg more 

simultaneous conversations). Figure 4.5. shows the constant bandwidth matrix 

between the regions.  

 

Figure 4.5. Bandwidth between regions in Mbps 

4.2. Evaluation Setup  

Nearest fog nodes and aggregate fog nodes have the different processing power, 

difference CPU usage, and different storage device. Each node in each layer has its own 

processing capacity represented by processing rate measured by MIPS (million 

instructions per second), along with CPU, memory, and bandwidth. In the nearest Fog 

layer, fog nodes such as routers, gateways, workstations, or personal computers have 

limited processing capacity. Whereas, in the aggregate layer aggregate fog nodes have 

more powerful processing capacity than the previous one. Therefore, the processing 

speed of fog aggregate node is also much faster than the nearest fog node. In contrast, the 

task which is simple and the medium is processed in the nearest fog node and it will have 

low latency.  

In this simulation setting, the location of the task request, and fog or cloud data center can 

be determined in GUI, the algorithm also decides which task is to be processed in which 

layer. The result of the simulation is response time.  
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4.2.1. Experiment setup for algorithms in the nearest fog node.  

 In the scenario, we set the inputs from GUI for the communication between the IoT 

device and the nearest fog node in the same region. As shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 

the three-fog node is used and ten set of tasks having different task sizes are set as input 

in order to saw the result of the proposed algorithm. In this case, there are ten set of task 

requests in the first layer set in the regions 2. There are 3 fog nodes in the nearest fog 

layer set in the same regions. Each fog node contains three virtual machines (VMS) 

having with specifications, Linux Operating system, Xen VMM, cost of VM $/Hr is 0.1 

and data transfer cost $/Gb is set to 0.1. this nearest fog node also has 10,000 available 

bandwidths, with 2 number of processers and with the processing speed of 100. 

Table 4.1.Nearest Fog Node Specifications in the nearest fog node 

Name of 

NFN 

No of VM 

in each 

NFN 

Processed 

speed in 

MIPS 

Memory in 

(MB)  

No of 

processer 

Region 

located 

NFN1 3 100  1024 2 Region 2 

NFN2 3 100 1024 2 Region 2 

NFN3 3 100 1024 2 Region 2 

 

Table 4.2.Tasks generated from IoT devices, their region, and their task length 

Tasks request in the 

Nearest fog node 

Region located  Task length in (KB) 

Task Set 1 Region 2 0.01 

Task Set 2 Region 2 0.1 

Task Set 3 Region 2 0.3 

Task Set 4 Region 2 0.5 

Task Set 5 Region 2 0.8 

Task Set 6 Region 2 1 

Task Set 7 Region 2 3 

Task Set 8 Region 2 5 
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Task Set 9 Region 2 8 

Task Set 10 Region 2 10 

4.2.2. Experiment setup for task classification  

This is experimented for task categorization, which means which task is assigned 

to the nearest fog node and which is also sent to the aggregate node by 

determining the threshold value. for the first phase tasks should be scheduled in 

the nearest fog node aggregate fog node.  In this scenario, we set the same size of 

task length for both nodes. We are using eleven different tasks in region 1 and one 

nearest fog node in the same region for the nearest fog layer. In the aggregate fog 

layer, we are using the same task from the previous in region 1 and one aggregate 

fog node in the other region (region 0) as shown in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 

Table 4.3. Fog Node Specification in Nearest Fog Node and Aggregate Fog Node 

Name of 

FN 

No of 

VM  

Type of 

node  

Processed 

speed  

Memory 

storage  

No of 

processer 

Region 

located 

NFN1 5 Nearest fog 

node 

100 1024 2 Region 1 

AFN1 5 Aggregate 

fog node 

10000 204800 4 Region 0 
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The following Table 4.4 also shows the sample of tasks which are processed in both 

nearest and aggregate fog layers.  

Table 4.4. Sample of Large Tasks 

Tasks request in the 

Nearest fog node 

Region located  Task length in (KB) 

Task Set 1 Region 1 1 

Task Set 2 Region 1 5 

Task Set 3 Region 1 10 

Task Set 4 Region 1 50 

Task Set 5 Region 1 100 

Task Set 6 Region 1 500 

Task Set 7 Region 1 1000 

Task Set 8 Region 1 4280 

Task Set 9 Region 1 5000 

Task Set 10 Region 1 10000 

Task Set 11 Region 1 50000 

4.3. Experimentation Results   

Several experiments were conducted in two different phases as mentioned above. In the 

first phase, we evaluated the priority-based task scheduling algorithm in FCFS, SJF and 

Proposed algorithm in NFL. The comparison between the proposed algorithm with FCFS 

and SJF algorithm was also made.  

4.3.1. Evaluation of the proposed algorithm on NFL with FCFS and SJF  

In this scenario, three algorithms including the proposed were implemented to schedule 

the task in the nearest fog node, which included ten set of tasks to be executed in this 

layer. By running these algorithms, the average results were obtained as follows. In this 

experiment, the main performance metrics is response time. During this improvement, the 

other parameters are not affected. 
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 Response Time: The main objective of this proposed algorithm is to reduce response 

time.  Response time refers to the time that elapsed among task arrivals until the 

complete execution of the tasks. Therefore, when the response time is reduced the 

latency also reduced. In this evaluation, a comparison was conducted between the 

response times of the proposed algorithm with FCFS and SJF algorithms.  

Table 4.5. Response time of FCFS, SJF and proposed task scheduling algorithm 

Task Set 

Name  

Task 

Length 

in (kb) 

Average 

Response time 

for FCFS in 

(ms) 

Average 

Response time 

for SJF in (ms) 

Average 

Response 

time for 

Proposed 

in (ms) 

Performance 

difference 

b/n SJF and 

Proposed 

(ms) 

Task Set 1 0.01 112.76 116.25 102.33 13.92 

Task Set 2 0.1 111.36 113.47 100.88 12.59 

Task Set 3 0.3 113.3 112.43 101.93 10.5 

Task Set 4 0.5 115.74 114.58 105.08 9.53 

Task Set 5 0.8 115.7 118.39 109.53 8.81 

Task Set 6  1 120.59 115.35 110.78 4.5 

Task Set 7 3 120.45 117.98 113.86 4.15 

Task Set 8 5 110.14 107.66 119.44 -11.78 

Task Set 9 8 118.67 112.28 115.37 -3.07 

Task Set 10 10 111.18 110.21 121.39 -11.18 

Average 

Response time  

  

115.01 

 

113.88 

 

111.97 

 

1.91 

As we can see from Table 4-5, the average response time of all tasks when scheduled 

using the proposed algorithm is smaller than that of FCFS and SJF algorithm. 

Considering individual tasks and their assignment, when a task with a large task size is 

assigned to the NFL, the response time is very high compared with the response time 

when scheduled using the SJF algorithm. 

Literature shows that the current algorithm in fog computing is FCFS and SJF algorithm. 

From these SJF is better than all other scheduling algorithms, however, the response time 

of this algorithm for processing small/medium size tasks is higher than response time 

while using the proposed algorithm as shown in Figure 4-6. But SJF algorithm is 

preferable when the task size becomes larger.   
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Figure 4.6. Response time of FCFS, SJF and proposed algorithms executing tasks on NFL 

When the tasks are become large, the performance (response time) of the proposed 

algorithm is by far better than the SJF algorithm when they are assigned to the aggregated 

fog layer (AFL).   

when we see the line, the graph depicted in figure 4.6, the response time of the proposed 

algorithm is very low if the task size is low and high if the task size is large.  

4.3.2. Evaluation of the proposed algorithm on NFL and AFL     

In this phase of experiment different tasks were assigned to NFL and AFL and executed 

using the proposed algorithm. As we can see from Table 4.6 the response time of the 

tasks (which are from the category of simple, medium and large task size) when assigned 

to NFL decreases as the size increases. But response time is improved when assigned to 

AFL. 
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Table 4.6. Response Time Comparison of the Proposed Algorithm on NFL as well as AFL 

Task Set Name  Task 

Length 

in (kB) 

Average 

Response time 

in the Nearest 

fog node 

Average Response 

time in an 

aggregate fog node 

Threshold value  

Indicator 

Task Set 1 1 103.27 199.78 -96.51 

Task Set 2 5 104.42 200.98 -96.56 

Task Set 3 10 104.09 201.68 -97.59 

Task Set 4 50 115.22 212.09 -96.87 

Task Set 5 100 118.22 220.98 -102.78 

Task Set 6 500 176.78 297.12 -120.34 

Task Set 7 1000 288.64 386.53 -97.89 

Task Set 11 4280 912.91 916.01 -3.1 

Task Set 8 5000 1131.08 1049.58 81.5 

Task Set 9 10000 2088.76 1838.21 250.55 

Task Set 10 50000 8873.19 7441.01 1432.18 

Average response 

time 

 1319.24 1212.17                 107.07 
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Figure 4.7. Response time of proposed algorithms executing tasks on NF and AFL 
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The Figure 4.7 shows that the response time of the sample tasks with a range of 1 to 

50000 KB when they are processing in the nearest fog node and aggregate fog node. 

According to the task classification assumption tasks which are low in their task size have 

better performance when they are assigned to the nearest fog node whereas the task 

which is large in their task size has better performance when they are assigned in the 

aggregate fog layer. From this experiment, we got the upper threshold value. In the 

experiment, we are testing more than 10 times and we got the same result. From this, we 

can conclude that the upper limit threshold value (T2) should be 4280 KB. Therefore, 

according to the experiment task requests with task size less than 4280 KB should going 

to be scheduled in the nearest fog layer whereas task requests with task size greater than 

4280 KB are going to send in the aggregate node for better response time.  

For finding the second threshold value, we are also testing some sample of task requests 

having task size with the range of one byte and 4280 KB. Therefore, we have tested the 

sample set of thirteen tasks set-request with different task size until 4280 KB.  

 

Figure 4.8. Sample Set of Requests in the Nearest Fog Node 

As we have seen from figure 4.8 the first eight sets of tasks have almost the same 

response time. The experiment depicts that the task size between 0.001 and 50 KB the 

response time is almost the same. Therefore, the task size 50KB should be the lower 

threshold value.   
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 Cost: A although cost is not the main agenda of this research, we try to check cost 

permanence of the proposed algorithm with respect to SJF. The experiment results 

show that the cost of the fog node is the same for all of the algorithms. Then if the 

total cost is the same for the improved algorithm and comparative algorithms, so we 

can conclude that our algorithm is cost-efficient. As shown the Figure 4.9 the cost for 

the proposed algorithm as well as the SJF algorithm is the same. 

 

Figure 4.9. Total Cost of Fog Nodes for all Comparative Algorithm 
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Chapter Five: Conclusions and Future Works 

5.1. Conclusions 

When IoT devices are growing from time to time, the cloud computing environment 

challenged by response time or latency, location awareness, traffic congestion, and 

mobility. In order to overcome these problems, Fog Computing was emerged by cisco, 

2012. Fog Computing is an Internet-based computing environment in which some 

applications are handled nearest to the end device and some of them are also handled at 

the remote (cloud). This new paradigm is not a replacement for cloud computing but it is 

the complement of cloud computing. In this environment, the place where the task is 

processed is already known because the fog nodes are located around the end device.  

Tasks coming from the IoT device were not properly scheduled in the fog computing 

environment. This was one challenge of the environment and it needs to solve earlier. 

Even though some scholars have been proposed their task scheduling algorithm 

contribution for a fog computing environment, still there is a gap in task scheduling with 

respect to response time. All incoming tasks coming from IoT devices were assigned to 

the nearest fog node without priority. But in this proposed algorithm tasks have their own 

priority and assigned them in the appropriate fog layer depending on their priority.     

This thesis is proposed the priority-based task scheduling algorithm for reducing response 

time in a different layer of the fog computing environment. In this thesis, many kinds of 

literature have been reviewed in order to gain the general concept of fog computing and 

related computing environment, identify the problems or gaps and identify suitable 

simulators for experimentation. This thesis uses the four-tier architecture for the proposed 

algorithm to achieve its objective. Four-tier architecture can be classified as a lower layer 

(IoT device), nearest fog node, aggregate fog node, and cloud layer.  Tasks to be assigned 

for this different layer of fog computing architecture also classified as simple, medium 

and large depending on their task length. The first two types of tasks (simple and 

medium) can be assigned to the nearest fog node whereas the large task is also assigned 

for the aggregate fog layer.  
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The proposed algorithm was implemented using cloud analyst simulators, which is a 

graphical user interface approach. The algorithm was tested against existing algorithms 

present in the simulator and SJF. The simulation carried out was for the two-layer of fog 

computing architecture (nearest fog node and aggregate fog node). Then we have tested 

ten different tasks having different task lengths with three different nearest fog data 

centers having the same specification in the first phase. For the second phase, we have 

tested by taking three large tasks having the same attribute with one nearest fog layer and 

aggregate fog layer. The simulation result shows for the first phase that the proposed 

algorithm reduces the response time when compared to the FCFS and SJF algorithm. 

From the second phase, the experimental result shows that the response time when large 

tasks are processed in aggregate fog node is much more reduced. Whereas the response 

time when large tasks are processed in the nearest fog node is much more increased. 

5.2. Contributions 

The main contribution of this research work is summarized as follows.  

 We developed the architectural models of fog computing and identified the 

appropriate fog layers for reducing response time in a fog computing 

environment.  

 We designed the system model for task scheduling algorithms and classified the 

incoming tasks and assigned them for the appropriate layer of the architecture.  

 We designed the priority-based task scheduling algorithm, implement and 

evaluated the algorithm using cloud analyst simulator.  
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5.3. Future works 

There are  a number of researches for future work which can be included in this proposed 

algorithm but not included due to some limitations. Some of the future work to be 

addressed for the future are listed as follows. 

In the future, we will plan to improve and apply more algorithms to solve the scheduling 

problem, especially task scheduling algorithms. For future work task scheduling 

algorithms will be designed by considering the task emergency and deadline of the 

incoming task. That means if the incoming tasks are under the category of large tasks 

with a high emergency, the priority should be given for time sensitivity. In addition, we 

plan to expand the scheduling problem by focusing on optimizing many other goals, such 

as time, transmission costs, and energy consumption to satisfy users.  

Future task scheduling algorithms should also consider the task time sensitivity by using 

the Markovian mathematical model. By identifying the IoT application whether it is time-

sensitive or not. The IoT application which is the most time-sensitive should be assigned 

for the appropriate layer for meeting their deadline, and the task which is not time-

sensitive whatever the task length should be assigned for the aggregate fog layer and 

cloud as it depends. For the future task scheduling algorithm threshold value can be 

dynamically changed. 
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Appendices 

This is the source code for data center (Fog node in this study). In  which  

my algorithm is integrated with this class. 

package cloudsim.ext.datacenter; 

 

import java.util.ArrayList; 

import java.util.Arrays; 

import java.util.Collections; 

import java.util.Comparator; 

import java.util.HashMap; 

import java.util.LinkedList; 

import java.util.List; 

import java.util.Map; 

import java.util.PriorityQueue; 

import cloudsim.DataCenter; 

import cloudsim.DatacenterBroker; 

import cloudsim.DatacenterCharacteristics; 

import cloudsim.DatacenterTags; 

import cloudsim.VMCharacteristics; 

import cloudsim.VirtualMachine; 

import cloudsim.ext.Constants; 

import cloudsim.ext.GeoLocatable; 

import cloudsim.ext.InternetCharacteristics; 

import cloudsim.ext.InternetCloudlet; 

import cloudsim.ext.event.CloudSimEvent; 

import cloudsim.ext.event.CloudSimEventListener; 

import cloudsim.ext.event.CloudSimEvents; 

import cloudsim.ext.event.CloudsimObservable; 
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import cloudsim.ext.stat.HourlyEventCounter; 

import cloudsim.ext.stat.HourlyStat; 

import cloudsim.ext.util.CommPath; 

import cloudsim.ext.util.InternetEntitityRegistry; 

import eduni.simjava.Sim_event; 

import eduni.simjava.Sim_stat; 

import eduni.simjava.Sim_system; 

import gridsim.GridSim; 

import gridsim.GridSimTags; 

public class DatacenterController extends DatacenterBroker implements GeoLocatable, 

CloudsimObservable, Constants { 

private List<CloudSimEventListener> listeners; 

private VmLoadBalancer loadBalancer; 

private int region; 

private Sim_stat stat; 

private int queuedCount = 0; 

private double costPerVmHour; 

private double costPerDataGB; 

private double totalData; 

private double totalInputData; 

private double totalOutData; 

private double totalBandwidthData; 

private double ExcutionTime1; 

private double WaitingTime; 

private double Delay; 

private double CurrentTime; 

private double deadline; 

private double AverageWaitingTime; 

private double TurnarrounfTime; 
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private double LowerLimitTV=1000; 

private double UperLimitTV =100000; 

ArrayList<InternetCloudlet>ExcutionTimeR=new ArrayList<InternetCloudlet>(); 

private List<InternetCloudlet> WaitingTimeR; 

private List<InternetCloudlet> DelayR; 

private List<InternetCloudlet> CurrentTimeR; 

private List<InternetCloudlet> deadlineR; 

private List<InternetCloudlet> AverageWaitingTimeR; 

private List<InternetCloudlet> TurnarrounfTimeR; 

private int priority; 

private double arrivaltime; 

private HourlyEventCounter hourlyArrival; 

private HourlyStat hourlyProcessingTimes; 

private Map<Integer, Double[]> vmUsage; 

private Map<Integer, VirtualMachineState> vmStatesList; 

private Map<Integer, Long[]> processingCloudletStatuses; 

private int requestsPerCloudlet; 

private List<InternetCloudlet> waitingQueue; 

private List<InternetCloudlet> Deadline; 

private String dcName; 

private boolean lastVmCreateFailed = false; 

private int allRequestsProcessed = 0; 

private PriorityQueue<InternetCloudlet> waitingQueue; 

public DatacenterController(String name, int region, double costPerVmHour,  double 

costPerDataGB, int requestsPerCloudlet, String loadBalancePolicy) throws  Exception 

{super(name + "-Broker"); 

this.dcName = name;   

System.out.println("Creating new broker " + get_name()); 

listeners =new ArrayList<CloudSimEventListener>(); 
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this.region = region; 

this.costPerVmHour = costPerVmHour; 

this.costPerDataGB = costPerDataGB; 

this.requestsPerCloudlet = requestsPerCloudlet; 

InternetCharacteristics.getInstance().addEntity(this); 

stat = new Sim_stat(); 

stat.add_measure(DC_SERVICE_TIME, Sim_stat.INTERVAL_BASED);  

hourlyProcessingTimes = new HourlyStat(stat, "Overloading status : " + get_name(), 

Sim_stat.INTERVAL_BASED); 

set_stat(stat);  

hourlyArrival = new HourlyEventCounter("Hourly Arrival Rate : " + get_name()); 

vmUsage = new HashMap<Integer, Double[]>(); 

vmStatesList=Collections.synchronizedMap(newHashMap<Integer, 

VirtualMachineState>()); 

processingCloudletStatuses = new HashMap<Integer, Long[]>(); 

createQueue(); 

if (loadBalancePolicy.equals(Constants.LOAD_BALANCE_ACTIVE)){ 

this.loadBalancer = new ActiveVmLoadBalancer(this); 

}  

else if (loadBalancePolicy.equals(Constants.LOAD_BALANCE_POLICY_RR)){ 

this.loadBalancer = new RoundRobinVmLoadBalancer(vmStatesList); 

} 

else if (loadBalancePolicy.equals(Constants.Scheduled)){ 

this.loadBalancer = new PriorityBasedScheduling(this); 

} 

else {  

this.loadBalancer = new ThrottledVmLoadBalancer(this); 

} 

} 
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public void body(){ 

System.out.println("Starting broker " + get_id() + " name=" + get_name()); 

sim_process(5.0); 

LinkedList datacenterList = GridSim.getGridResourceList(); 

System.out.println(GridSim.clock()+": "+this.get_name()+ ": Cloud Resource List 

received with "+datacenterList.size()+" resource(s)"); 

this.datacenters= 1; 

this.datacenterID=new int[1]; 

this.datacenterChar=new DatacenterCharacteristics[1]; 

datacenterChar[0] = null; 

this.datacenterID[0] = GridSim.getEntityId(dcName); 

send(dcName,GridSimTags.SCHEDULE_NOW, 

GridSimTags.RESOURCE_CHARACTERISTICS, this.get_id()); 

Sim_event ev = new Sim_event(); 

while(Sim_system.running()){ 

super.sim_get_next(ev); 

if (ev.get_tag() == GridSimTags.END_OF_SIMULATION){ 

     break; 

            } 

            processEvent(ev); 

        }         

  System.out.println(get_name() + " finalizing, submitted cloudlets=" + 

cloudletsSubmitted  

  + " processing cloudlets=" + processingCloudletStatuses.size() + " 

,allRequestsProcessed=" + allRequestsProcessed); 

 }//bod 

 @Override 

 protected void processEvent(Sim_event ev) { 

  Object payload = ev.get_data(); 

 if (ev.get_tag()== Constants.REQUEST_INTERNET_CLOUDLET_TAG){ 
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         if ((payload != null) && (payload instanceof InternetCloudlet)){  

  handleRequestCloudlet((InternetCloudlet) payload); 

         } else { 

          System.out.println("invalid payload"); 

         } 

  } else if ((ev.get_tag() == GridSimTags.GRIDLET_RETURN) && 

(payload instanceof InternetCloudlet)){ 

 if ((payload != null) && (payload instanceof InternetCloudlet)){ 

 InternetCloudlet cl = (InternetCloudlet) payload;  

    handleResponseCloudlet(cl); 

   } 

  } else {   

      super.processEvent(ev); 

     }   

 } 

private void handleResponseCloudlet(InternetCloudlet cl) {  

  cloudletCompletedProcessing(cl); 

  int parentRequest = cl.getParentId(); 

Long[]parentReqStatus = processingCloudletStatuses.remove(parentRequest);  

  if (parentReqStatus == null){ 

System.out.println("Got response for " + parentRequest + " but it seems to be 

completed."); 

   return; 

  }   

long totalRequests = parentReqStatus[0]; 

long completedRequests = parentReqStatus[1] + cl.getRequestCount(); 

final long startTime = parentReqStatus[2]; 

if (parentReqStatus[1] == 0){ 

  double endTime = GridSim.clock(); 
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  double thisProcessingTime = (endTime - startTime);    

InternetCloudlet responseCloudlet = new InternetCloudlet(parentRequest, 0, (long) 

(cl.getDataSize() / cl.getRequestCount()), 0, cl.getOriginator(),  cl.getAppId(), (int) 

totalRequests,  cl.getPriority(),  cl.getDeadline()); 

responseCloudlet.addData("procTime", thisProcessingTime); 

send("Internet", 0.0, Constants.RESPONSE_INTERNET_CLOUDLET_TAG, 

responseCloudlet);    

stat.update(DC_SERVICE_TIME, startTime, endTime); 

hourlyProcessingTimes.update(startTime, endTime);   

InternetCharacteristics.getInstance().updateSerivceLatency(get_name(), 

thisProcessingTime); 

  } 

  if (completedRequests >= totalRequests){ 

   allRequestsProcessed += totalRequests; 

  } else { 

   processingCloudletStatuses.put(parentRequest, new 

Long[]{totalRequests, completedRequests, startTime}); 

  } 

  totalData += cl.getDataSize(); 

  totalOutData+=cl.GetGridletOutputSize(); 

  totalBandwidthData+=cl.getCostPerSec(); 

  ExcutionTime1+=cl.GetGridletLength()/4000000; 

 } 

private void handleRequestCloudlet(InternetCloudlet cl) { 

InternetCharacteristics.getInstance().removeTraffic((CommPath) 

cl.getData(Constants.PARAM_COMM_PATH),  

cl.getRequestCount()); 

double TaskLength=cl.getGridletLength(); 

int numOfActualRequests = cl.getRequestCount(); 

int numOfReqCloudlets; 
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if (numOfActualRequests <= requestsPerCloudlet){ 

numOfReqCloudlets = 0; 

} else { 

numOfReqCloudlets = numOfActualRequests / requestsPerCloudlet; 

} 

if(cl.getDataSize()<=50000) 

 { 

this.priority=1; 

System.out.println("the task is going to nearest fog node"); 

} 

   else if((cl.getDataSize()>50000) && (cl.getDataSize()<=4280)) 

   { 

   this.priority=2; 

System.out.println("the task is going to nearest fog node with low priority " ); 

   }else 

  this.priority=3; 

System.out.println("the task is going to aggregate fog node"); 

int i; 

for (i = 0; i < numOfReqCloudlets; i++){ 

InternetCloudlet subCloudlet = new InternetCloudlet(cl.getCloudletId() * 1000 + i, 

cl.getGridletLength() * requestsPerCloudlet, cl.getGridletFileSize() 

*requestsPerCloudlet, cl.getGridletOutputSize() * requestsPerCloudlet, 

cl.getOriginator(), cl.getAppId(), requestsPerCloudlet, cl.getPriority() * 

requestsPerCloudlet, cl.getDeadline() *requestsPerCloudlet); 

subCloudlet.setParentId(cl.getCloudletId()); 

submitNewCloudlet(subCloudlet);  

  }   

int remainingRequests = numOfActualRequests - requestsPerCloudlet * 

numOfReqCloudlets; 

if (remainingRequests != 0){ 
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InternetCloudlet subCloudlet = new InternetCloudlet(cl.getCloudletId() * 1000 + i + 1, 

cl.getGridletLength() * remainingRequests, cl.getGridletFileSize() * remainingRequests, 

cl.getGridletOutputSize() * remainingRequests, cl.getOriginator(), cl.getAppId(), 

remainingRequests, cl.getPriority() * remainingRequests, cl.getDeadline() * 

remainingRequests); 

   subCloudlet.setParentId(cl.getCloudletId()); 

   submitNewCloudlet(subCloudlet);  

  }         

  totalData += cl.getDataSize(); 

  totalInputData+=cl.getGridletFileSize(); 

  long startTime = (long) GridSim.clock(); 

  System.out.println(startTime + ": " + get_name() + " started processing " + 

cl.getCloudletId()); 

  processingCloudletStatuses.put(cl.getCloudletId(), new Long[]{(long) 

numOfActualRequests, 0L, startTime});   

 }  

 private void cloudletCompletedProcessing(InternetCloudlet cl){ 

  int vmId = cl.getVmId(); 

CloudSimEvent e = new 

CloudSimEvent(CloudSimEvents.EVENT_VM_FINISHED_CLOUDLET); 

  e.addParameter(Constants.PARAM_VM_ID, vmId); 

  fireCloudSimEvent(e);   

  submitWaitingCloudlet(); 

 }  

 private void submitWaitingCloudlet(){ 

  int nextAvailVM = loadBalancer.getNextAvailableVm();   

  

  if ((nextAvailVM != -1) && (waitingQueue.size() > 0)){ 

   InternetCloudlet cl = waitingQueue.remove(0); 

   InternetCloudlet cl = waitingQueue.poll(); 

   submitCloudlet(cl, nextAvailVM); 
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  } 

 } 

 private void submitNewCloudlet(InternetCloudlet cl) { 

  double arrivaltime = GridSim.clock(); 

  hourlyArrival.addEvent(GridSim.clock(), cl.getRequestCount()); 

  double TaskLength=cl.getGridletLength(); 

  int numOfActualRequests = cl.getRequestCount(); 

  long currenttime=(long) GridSim.clock(); 

  for (int j=0;j<numOfActualRequests;j++){ 

InternetCloudlet subcloudlet = new InternetCloudlet(cl.getCloudletId()*1000+1, 

cl.getGridletLength(), cl.getGridletFileSize(), cl.getGridletOutputSize(), 

cl.getOriginator(), cl.getAppId(), requestsPerCloudlet, cl.getPriority(), cl.getDeadline()); 

  if (loadBalancer == null){ 

   loadBalancer = new RoundRobinVmLoadBalancer(vmStatesList); 

  } 

  int nextAvailVM = loadBalancer.getNextAvailableVm();    

  if (nextAvailVM == -1){ 

   System.out.println("VM's busy, queueing " + cl); 

   waitingQueue.add(cl);     

   queuedCount++; 

  } else { 

   submitCloudlet(cl, nextAvailVM); 

  }     

 } 

 private void submitCloudlet(InternetCloudlet cl, int vmId) { 

  cl.setVmId(vmId); 

  cl.setUserID(this.get_id()); 

  int dest = vmMapping[vmId]; 
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System.out.println(GridSim.clock()+": "+this.get_name()+ ": Sending cloudlet 

"+cl.getGridletID()+" to VM #"+((VirtualMachine)vmlist.get(vmId)).getVmId() + ", 

dest=" + dest); 

super.send(dest,GridSimTags.SCHEDULE_NOW, GridSimTags.GRIDLET_SUBMIT, 

cl); 

cloudletsSubmitted++;   

CloudSimEvent e = new 

CloudSimEvent(CloudSimEvents.EVENT_CLOUDLET_ALLOCATED_TO_VM); 

  e.addParameter(Constants.PARAM_VM_ID, vmId); 

  fireCloudSimEvent(e);   

  String destName = GridSim.getEntityName(dest); 

InternetEntitityRegistry.getInstance().addCommunicationPath(cl.getOriginator().get_nam

e(), destName); 

 }  

 @Override 

 protected void processVMCreate(Sim_event ev) {    

  int[] array = (int[]) ev.get_data(); 

  int vmId=array[1];   

  //If VM creation success 

  if(array[2]==GridSimTags.TRUE){ 

   double vmStartTime = GridSim.clock(); 

   double vmEndTime = -1; 

   vmUsage.put(vmId, new Double[]{vmStartTime, vmEndTime}); 

   vmStatesList.put(vmId, VirtualMachineState.AVAILABLE) 

   submitWaitingCloudlet(); 

  } else { 

   //Don't try to create VM's further in this DC 

   lastVmCreateFailed = true; 

  } 

  super.processVMCreate(ev); 
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 } 

 public void createNewVm() { 

  if (!lastVmCreateFailed){ 

      System.out.println("Trying to create vm"); 

VMCharacteristics vm0Char = ((VirtualMachine)vmlist.get(0)).getCharacteristics();  

VMCharacteristics newVmChar = new VMCharacteristics(vmlist.size(),  

vm0Char.getUserId(), vm0Char.getSize(), vm0Char.getMemory(),  vm0Char.getBw(), 

vm0Char.getCpus(), vm0Char.getPriority(), vm0Char.getVmm(), 

vm0Char.getVMScheduler());    

VirtualMachine newVm = new VirtualMachine(newVmChar); 

   vmlist.add(newVm);    

   int[] oldVmMapping = vmMapping; 

vmMapping = Arrays.copyOf(oldVmMapping, oldVmMapping.length + 1); 

super.send(datacenterID[0],GridSimTags.SCHEDULE_NOW, 

DatacenterTags.VM_CREATE_ACK, newVmChar); 

   this.vmsRequested=1; 

   this.vmsAcks=0; 

  }  

 } 

public int getRegion() { 

return region; 

 }  

public String getDataCenterName(){ 

return get_name().substring(0, get_name().indexOf("-Broker")); 

 } 

public double getTotalCost(){ 

return getDataTransferCost() + getVmCost(); 

 } 

public double getDataTransferCost(){ 

double dataGB = (totalInputData+totalOutData) / (1024 * 1024*totalBandwidthData); 
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return (dataGB * costPerDataGB); 

 }  

public double ProceesingCost(){ 

return getVmCost()*ExcutionTime1; 

 } 

public double getVmCost(){ 

double totalTime = 0.0; 

double start, end; 

double now = GridSim.clock();  

for (Double[] vmAllocationTime : vmUsage.values()){ 

start = vmAllocationTime[0]; 

if (vmAllocationTime[1] == -1){ 

end = now; 

} else { 

end = vmAllocationTime[1]; 

 } 

totalTime += (end - start);    

 }   

return ((totalTime / Constants.MILLI_SECONDS_TO_HOURS) * costPerVmHour); 

} 

public HourlyEventCounter getHourlyArrival() { 

return hourlyArrival; 

 } 

public void addCloudSimEventListener(CloudSimEventListener l) { 

 listeners.add(l); 

 } 

public void fireCloudSimEvent(CloudSimEvent e) { 

for (CloudSimEventListener l : listeners){ 
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l.cloudSimEventFired(e); 

  } 

 } 

public void removeCloudSimEventListener(CloudSimEventListener l) { 

 listeners.remove(l); 

 }  

public Map<Integer, VirtualMachineState> getVmStatesList(){ 

return vmStatesList; 

 } 

public HourlyStat getHourlyProcessingTimes() { 

return hourlyProcessingTimes; 

 } 

public Map<Integer, Integer> getVmAllocationStats(){ 

if (loadBalancer != null){ 

return loadBalancer.getVmAllocationCounts(); 

} else { 

return null; 

 } 

} 

public int getAllRequestsProcessed() { 

return allRequestsProcessed; 

 }  

  return arrivaltime; 

public void createQueue() { 

waitingQueue = new PriorityQueue<>(new Comparator<InternetCloudlet>() { 

public int compare(InternetCloudlet Ic1, InternetCloudlet Ic2) { 

return (Ic1.getPriority() >= Ic2.getPriority()) ? 1:-1; 

  } 
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 }); 

} 

ArrayList<InternetCloudlet> list = new ArrayList<InternetCloudlet>(); 

    InternetCloudlet[] list2 = list.toArray(new InternetCloudlet[list.size()]); 

    InternetCloudlet[] list3 = list.toArray(new InternetCloudlet[list.size()]); 

    ArrayList<InternetCloudlet> list4 = new ArrayList<InternetCloudlet>(); 

    ArrayList<InternetCloudlet> list5 = new ArrayList<InternetCloudlet>(); 

    InternetCloudlet temp = null; 

    public void getPriority(InternetCloudlet ic){ 

     for (int i=0;i<ic.getRequestCount();i++){ 

      for(int j=1;j<(ic.getRequestCount()-1);j++){ 

       if ((list2[j-1]).getDataSize()>(list2[j]).getDataSize()){ 

        temp = list2[j - 1]; 

                 list2[j - 1] = list2[j]; 

                 list2[j] = temp; 

       } 

       list4.add(list2[i]); 

       System.out.println(" " + list4.get(i).getDataSize()); 

       }    

        } 

    } 

    } 


